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CHAPTER 1 

Foreword 

This guide has been developed within Early Marriage Prevention Network (EMPN) project, 

which is co-funded by Rights, Equality and Citizenship Programme (REC) of the European 

Union. 

Objectives of the REC Programme is to contribute to the further development of an area 

where equality and human rights, as enshrined in the Treaty, the Charter and international 

human rights conventions, are promoted and protected. Its nine specific objectives are to: 

 Promote non–discrimination 

 Combat racism, xenophobia, homophobia and other forms of intolerance 

 Promote rights of persons with disabilities 

 Promote equality between women and men and gender mainstreaming 

 Prevent violence against children, young people, women and other groups at risk 

(Daphne) 

 Promote the rights of the child 

 Ensure the highest level of data protection 

 Promote the rights deriving from Union citizenship 

 Enforce consumer rights 

The aims of the specific call under which the project was developed is to co-fund transnational 

projects to prevent, inform about and combat violence against women, young people and 

children linked to harmful practices. The projects have to complement the efforts of the EU in 

the area of harmful practices. The priority of the call is to combat and prevent violence linked 

to harmful practices, such as female genital mutilation, forced or early marriage or forced 

sexual relationships, and so-called "honour crimes" committed against women, young people 

and children.1 

                                                           
1 Daphne call – Transnational projects on violence against women, young people and children linked to harmful practices – 

JUST/2014/RDAP/AG/HARM, European Commission 
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Early Marriage Prevention Network Project confronts issues at the heart of the REC 

programme. It is directed to combat and prevent violence linked to harmful practices and has 

the following specific objectives: 

 To foster cooperation between child protection, health and education systems; justice 

and police to coordinate their activities related to combat early marriages among 

Roma communities applying Child-Centred Approach /CCA/ 

 To raise awareness among different target groups  in Roma communities in order to 

change their attitudes and behaviour regarding early marriage 

 To increase the practice at European level in the area of applying CCA to protect 

children from harmful tradition of early marriage 

The main approach, on which the philosophy of the project is based, is the Child-centred 

approach (CCA). It recognizes that children's rights and needs are the primary focus for 

development.  

In this context documents and methodologies have been developed within the project frame 

in order to clarify the problem of early marriage in partner countries; to provide a tool for 

working with the target groups - children, families, communities, stakeholders - placing 

children well-being at the center of the common effort. 

All these tools are united in this Toolkit to be used by both partners and all stakeholders. Their 

distinctive feature is that they are transferable at European level, because they are not specific 

to a single partner country, they do not belong to a small and particular situation only, but 

have the characteristics of generality and can be translated and adopted at European level by 

countries which are not directly involved in the project as well.  

They can become a part of the portfolio of activities of public and non-governmental 

organizations, can be used in advocacy initiatives, can be integrated into curriculum and extra-

curriculum activities in schools attended by children at risk. 

Project partners: 

Sdruzhenie ‘Shans i Zakrila’- Haskovo, Bulgaria 

Amalipe Center for Interethnic Dialogue and Tolerance – Veliko Tarnovo,Bulgaria 

Fundació Privada Pere Closa – Badalona, Spain 

Ljudska univerza Kočevje (Adult Education Centre Kočevje) – Kočevje, Slovenia 

KEAN (Cell of Alternative Youth Activities) – Athens, Greece 

ERIO (European Roma Information Office) - Brussels, Belgium 

Empowering Education Ltd. - Sofia, Bulgaria 
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Structure of the toolkit 

 

Who is the Toolkit For? 

The Toolkit can be used by a wide range of specialists - professionals working with risk groups 

of children and families - teachers, school advisers, social workers, policemen, judges, experts 

from the NGO sector, as well as from experts and organizations advocating for children's 

rights. 

At the beginning of each chapter the range of professionals who can benefit from this Toolkit 

is indicated . 

Equalities and Diversities 

This toolkit is intended to be used by pre-trained specialists. They need to be aware of the 

cultural diversity of classroom/group/audience and that difficult and sensitive issues need to 

be discussed. The overall aim of this toolkit is to prevent children from getting involved in 

early marriage by putting the child and child rights at the center. 

The specialists may need to adjust the delivery, scenarios, the situations to ensure that the 

conducted discussion is understandable to the participants and that it does not harm their 

rights and dignity. 

Child-Centred Approach (CCA)  

Usually the culture of countries is centered to adults, not to the child. Child and childhood 

traditionally are seen as a period of preparation to be an adult, not as a period of human life 

with its own importance, own needs. 

Child-centered approach is an approach based on children's rights and interests and on 

recognition of the fact that children do not live in isolation: they are part of the family and 

extended family, students at school, members of local communities, and civil society in the 

country. In the context of different social systems, there are many factors that contribute to 

the respect or lack of respect to the rights of every child. 

Child-centered approach activates an entire system of possible support for a specific child - 

the child itself, the family, the community, NGOs, municipal and state institutions. 

Child-centered approach should be applied in working with families and communities, to 

support their capacity to build a supportive, protective and respectful environment for 

children. 
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Structure 

The Toolkit contains 5 chapters: 

Chapter One – Introduces the topic of the guide and its content 

Chapter Two - contains the main conclusions of the comparative analysis of the  legislation, 

inter-institutional cooperation and prevention activities related to early marriages in Bulgaria, 

Greece, Slovenia and Spain -  which gives a picture of the situation of early marriages in the 

partner countries and can be used for advocacy actions to change policies and practices and to 

overcome this harmful for the child development practice. 

Chapter Three – contains the training content of 2 training modules for stakeholders - Child 

Centered Approach and Inter-institutional and inter-sectoral cooperation based on Child 

Centered Approach 

Chapter Four – presents awareness raising training package - Methodology of conducting 5 

sessions with children; Methodology for Parents Schools - 2 modules, Methodology of 

conducting Family group conferences. 

Chapter Five – contains notes related to child rights protection issues as well as lists of sources 

of help and support for both professionals and victims of early marriage. 

Use of Questionnaires   

The EMPN project uses a set of questionnaires for feedback from participants. The aim is to 

understand the participants' opinion of the programme delivery and how far their 

participation in the project activities has changed their attitudes and behavior towards the 

problem. 

After each training module samples of these questionnaires are published. 
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WHY DO WE NEED A TOOLKIT 

Early marriage occurs in practically every region of the world. Every 3 seconds somewhere a 

girl under 18 is married. If the present trend continues, 100 million girls will marry over the 

next decade and every day 25,000 girls will become child brides. 

By the term early marriage we accept any union in which one or both of the partners is 

younger than the legal age allowed for marriage. This definition coincides with the one 

adopted by PACE resolution 1468 which uses the term Child marriage. For us both terms have 

the same meaning because usually the legal age is 18 and under it–this is in fact marriage 

between children. 

The problem’s range in Europe is comparatively lower but there are still regions and 

communities where it persists. UNICEF, UNFRA (2012), ERRC (2011) studies reveal this 

problem as featuring in Central and Eastern Europe, especially in the Roma communities 

there. The problem is not uncommon in other European counties where Roma communities 

live. 

Wherever it occurs an early marriage is a harmful practice, related to violation of child’s basic 

rights to health, education and security. It represents the most prevalent form of sexual 

abuse, particularly for girls, compromises their development and often resulting in early 

pregnancy and social isolation. 

Different approaches and policies are used to limit the phenomenon on national and EU level. 

The progress is recorded toward modernizing of Roma family, but still remains serious for 

many of its groups. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

 

Comparative analysis of the legislation, inter-institutional 

cooperation and prevention activities related to early 

marriages in Bulgaria, Greece, Slovenia and Spain 
 

Summary 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WHO IS THE CHAPTER FOR: 

Child protection policy makers  

Child rights advocacy organisations 

 

THE PURPUSE OF THIS CHAPTER IS TO 

 give a picture of the situation of early marriage in the partner countries; 

 point some conclusions and recommendations to strengthen inter-institutional and cross-

sectoral cooperation between child protection, health and education systems; justice and 

police in the partner countries with regard to early marriage 
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Present-Day Situation with Early Marriages 
 

Early Marriage Prevention Network Project has accepted early marriage as any union in which 

one or both of the partners is younger than the legal age allowed for marriage. This definition 

coincides with the one adopted by PACE resolution 1468 which uses the term Child marriage. 

For us both terms have the same meaning because usually the legal age is 18 and under it–this 

is in fact marriage between children. 

Early marriage has the same social characteristics as an official marriage; it is a legitimate 

social norm in the Roma community and has serious social consequences. Different authors 

report about at least one of these negative aspects of early marriage:  

- Social isolation because of cutting ties with the primary family and friends,  

- Early school leaving,  

- Early pregnancies and births,  

- Different forms of domestic violence, divorces, miscarriage and various diseases among 

the young mothers,  

- No employment for the wife, they are responsible for children and housekeeping,  

- Low social position and power of mothers enables the continuation of the pattern of 

early marriages.  

This problem exists in countries in varying degrees. There are no official statistics, because by 

its nature most often it is illegitimate cohabitation that is not registered by official statistical 

sources. For its size we can find out from the results of surveys or indirectly - by the level of 

early births and to some extent by rate of dropping out of school.  

Separate studies and indirect data give some indication of the range of the problem in partner  

countries:  

GREECE 

Child marriage is a violation concerning children and exists to a significant extent, especially in 

areas characterized by high rates of poverty. More specifically girls are affected by this 

practice due to the importance placed upon their virginity. Their parents seek to control girl’s 

sexuality and as a result they marry them earlier. 

According to the data and the evidence of the University of Ioannina which occur from studies 

and researches, it is indicated that Roma people marry at the ages of 16-18 years old.  

Summarizing the above data of the University of Ioannina it is pointed out that Roma people 

get married between the ages of 16-18, while the girl who is unmarried and over the age of 17  
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is considered to be an old maid. Frequently, the first marriage takes place below the age of 17 

and girls grow up with the conviction that they will learn to love their spouses since marriage 

is the mean of happiness and the ultimate purpose of people’s life.  

Half of the respondents consider marriage as “a mean of happiness” and the other half of the 

respondents is divided into categories such as "safety", "mission of human" while a small 

percentage described marriage as a "necessary evil". 

In addition to all the foregoing, another survey was also conducted by the Prefectural Local 

Authority of Larisa city, where a considerable proportion of Roma is settled down.  

The conducted interviews, which took place during the survey, included 1.500 Roma people 

and during those it was indicated that the average age of marriage was 15-16 years old for 

women and 18 years old for men. It is also worth mentioning that 8/10 

women of the sample got married before the age of 15 while the average of the total number 

of the community ranged from 10 to 15 years old.  

SLOVENIA 

Roma community links the status of a grown person for a girl when she gets menstruation 

without consideration of her actual age. For the Roma marriage to take place there is no 

traditional Roma ritual or initiation. Usually a boy and a girl move together in the ‘forest’ for 

few days. The status of marriage is connected with their sexual intercourse.  

Early marriage is a custom in traditional societies and has stayed till present day in Roma 

societies due to their slow modernization. New Roma generations are partially keeping the 

traditions and party accepting predominant social forms of marriage. We expect the process 

of modernization to be slow in some aspects but nevertheless irreversible.  

The topic of early marriage in Slovenia is not very thoroughly covered by research. There are 

only two social surveys done in recent years which are included in the report: 

1. National study “Forced marriages of Roma girls” - 2014. The aim of the study was to 

determine how widespread is the practice of early and forced marriage of Roma and what 

the socialization patterns among the Roma population are.  

2. International sociological research “Early Marriage – Culture or Abuse?” prepared in 

2015, financed by DG Justice of the EU. Its aim was to identify the attitude of different 

Roma groups, participating in the survey, towards early marriage issue. The responses on 

mainly closed-questions reveal how Roma accepts this phenomenon nowadays, if there is 

any change in sight regarding early cohabitations and consequently early parenthood, how 

important education is as well as employment.  
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Among the Roma youth of Dolenjska region official marriages are rare. Most couples live in 

cohabitation. The most common way of getting married is by an escape. This means that the 

couple decides to marry, but because their families do not agree (frequently because they are 

both still minors), they escape and hide for some time (e.g. with relatives). After some time 

the couple comes back together and starts living a married life. The very first sexual 

intercourse is treated as marriage. Both girls and boys are very young (average age 13 or 14 

years, but they are also known cases where the girl is only 12 years old). 

According to the survey “Early Marriage – Culture or Abuse?” the number of early marriages in 

Slovenia is not negligible. The majority of the respondents have started to live together with 

his/her partner in the age between 14-18 years, with no substantial difference between both 

genders. Most respondents got their first child between the age of 18 and 24 years, at the 

second place is the group of respondents aged between 14-18 years. 

The survey results also showed an important connection among education level, age when 

getting married (or starting cohabitation) and age when getting the first child.  

Regarding the opinion on sexual intercourse between two youngsters aged 14 to 15 almost 

half of the responders (47,6% of the men and 46,8% of the women) are of the opinion, that 

two young people who love each other may also have sexual intercourse. 

The view of the respondents on early marriages is divided; a half of them favours relationships 

and sexual intercourses also in the age between 14 and 15 years, the other half defines the 

age of majority (18 years) as adequate years to start cohabitation and to become sexually 

active. 

Despite legislation restrictions as many as 5,4% of the respondents decided for cohabitation 

the age before 14 years, with a significantly larger number of women. 

Main conclusions of the ‘Early marriage – culture of abuse’ study are the following:  

Early marriages still exist among many Roma people today although they can be less and less 

considered a “Roma” tradition. The problem exists to a different extent among different Roma 

groups and social strata!  

In addition, there is a clear trend for overcoming early marriages, which takes place together 

with the process of modernization of the community. At the same time family and marital 

attitudes of Roma in Slovenia are presently characterized by several main trends:  

1. The age of early cohabitation and marriage is being raised; 

2. Education proves to be the most important factor, influencing the raised age of early 

cohabitation; 
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3. It is becoming a more common trend for the family to be created by the young people, not 

by the parents. 

4. Today simple family households unquestionably prevail over extended families. 

5. There is a trend of overcoming the traditional family and marital attitudes and acceptance 

of modern ones: this has been confirmed by all major trends, described above.  

SPAIN 

In the Spanish social context, it is helpful to look beyond the problem of “early marriage” that 

is at the heart of this project, enlarging our field of vision to the issue of “premature 

emancipation”.  

 

From a legal point of view, a person is considered emancipated when they are no longer under 

the tutelage of their parents, which is the case when they reach the age of majority (in Spain, 

at 18 years), when marrying, or by legal concession, (the latter two options only exist from the 

age of 16). Considering emancipation allows us to take into account various types of union, 

with various degrees of formality. 

  

From a sociological point of view, emancipation refers more to a de facto state of 

independence. It can be considered premature when there is a risk that it provokes social 

exclusion for the young persons. This allows us to distinguish cases of early emancipation, e.g. 

involving 16 year olds who live on their own out of choice and with favourable material 

conditions from other cases that represent a risk from the perspective of public institutions 

and policies.  

 

Premature emancipation, just like early marriage, remains difficult to define with precision, 

and is not used by all relevant institutions in the same way or to the same degree. 

In order to provide a first overview of the quantitative importance of the phenomenon, we 

will therefore, in the following, present marriage and birth statistics as “proxies” for risk cases 

of premature emancipation, before looking closer at the relationship between early 

emancipation and education. 

 

The number of marriages involving at least one spouse aged under 18 has dramatically fallen 

in Spain the late 1970s.  The number of women marrying before they reach 18 fell from 16,000 

in 1979 to 64 in 2014. In the same period the number of males marrying under the age of 18 

fell from over 1,600 to 6.  

 

Legal marriages, however, are separate from marriages that follow a cultural or religious rite, 

the so-called 'traditional marriages'. Some 28% of Gitanos are married exclusively according to 

Gitano rites, and this figure climbs to 71% for 16 to 25 year olds. Many now choose to start 

with a traditional marriage that they “legalise” later in life. 
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Whatever the explanation, the survey data from 2007 suggests that pre-mature emancipation 

might be far more prevalent than the legal marriage figures suggest.  According to the same 

survey, Roma still marry much earlier than mainstream society: 27% are married between 16 

and 24 years, compared to 3% for the whole population.  

 

The picture of a relatively high early emancipation rate is somewhat confirmed by a survey 

conducted by the European Fundamental Rights Agency from 2011, according to which one 

third of  Roma aged 16 to 24 in Spain are either legally married, traditionally married or 

cohabiting with a partner.  

 

A second insight into the phenomenon of early emancipation comes from statistics on teenage 

fertility, which is of particular relevance for educational status and economic situation. 

According to data from INE, the number of children born to mothers aged 17 or younger has 

decreased from over 12,000 in 1979 to 2,890 in 2014. Looking at the latest available data from 

2014, we can also see that about half of these under-18 mothers are aged 17. About 500 

teenagers who gave birth in Spain 2014 were aged 15 or younger. 

 

This decline in the number of teenage mothers is in line with the Spanish trends of 

postponement of the age of the first child (which increased from 25.2 years in 1975 to 30.6 

years in 2014) and a decreasing fertility rate. 

 

Taking births from teenage mothers as an indicator for early emancipation, the figures show 

that the phenomenon has still relatively little weight, but at the same time is more than 40 

times higher than what the number of marriages suggests: In 2014, only 64 under-18 year old 

women got married, but almost 3,000 gave birth to a child. 

 

Although no statistical data on the share of Gitanos among teenage mothers is available, 

Hernández Cordero mentions a Gitano background (in addition to immigrant background) as 

one of the typical features associated with teenage motherhood. 

 

The Spanish reply to a survey on early/forced marriages within the Council of Europe’s Ad-Hoc 

Committee of Experts on Roma Issues (CAHROM) confirms a trend towards later marriage 

among Roma. 

 

Although marriage takes place at an earlier age compared to the society in general, the trend 

has noticeably changed in recent years, towards dating and marrying at a later age among 

Roma youth. The decision to postpone marriage is clearly linked to families that have 

experienced improvement in the process of social inclusion, particularly in education, as well 

as in access to employment. 
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BULGARIA 

At present marriages in the Roma community have several specifics which need to be noted 

down since they are related to early marriages in one or another way. Some of them are not 

legally recognized, but have their historical parallels in number of societies, including Roman 

law as well as the Bulgarian traditional culture until the middle of the 20th century.  

1. Today the custom of “bride-buying” is characteristic mainly for the most conservative Roma 

groups - the Kaldarashi, Burgudjii and Thracian Kalaidjii. Although we talk about “bride-

buying” and “brides‟ market”, the essence of this problem is not actually buying the girl, but 

rather buying her “honour” – the right of the boy to take her virginity and the right of the 

boy’s family to associate the future children with their own kin. That is why the custom of 

“bride-buying” is closely related to the girl’s virginity – requirement which is still very strong in 

Roma communities, especially the groups mentioned above.  

However, the results from a number of studies among Roma in Bulgaria show that the buying 

of brides has a negative effect in terms of marriage age. In some local communities after the 

first menstruation the girl is suspended from school in order not to “be deceived”, i.e. to lose 

her virginity. 

 

2. The custom of “elopement” or “bride-stealing” is another phenomenon connected with 

marriage and establishing a family. In the common case it is characteristic for these Roma 

groups, amongst which the custom of buying brides is in process of dying down or has already 

been overcome. The elopement or bride-stealing is initiated by the lads – in most of the cases 

it is a result of mutual consent between the two young people, but it is also possible that it is 

just the lad’s initiative. In these groups the elopement is most commonly related to an 

attempt to avoid the partner chosen by the parents, which also affects early marriages.  

3. A specific way of traditional marriage for Roma is related with a preliminary engagement – 

nishan. In this case the payment is rather symbolic. The core element in the tradition is an 

important sign (“nishan”) which the boy’s family gives (a ring, a bracelet, earrings). With this 

type of marriages again the parents negotiate the conditions – when the young couple is going 

to get married, where they are going to live, what the size of the dowry is going to be, etc., but 

this is usually done after they have discussed it with the young people. 

More and more Roma families are created by the judicially legal civil marriage. For groups and 

families, which are modernized at a higher level, the civil marriage is observed in a degree not 

less than the one of ethnical Bulgarians. According to the survey, implemented by Center 

Amalipe in 2015 in the district of Veliko Tarnovo 26.67 % of the respondents share they have 

official court marriage. At the same time almost half of the married respondents declare that 

they are living together without any kind of marriage.  
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Conclusions 

 

1. Early marriage exists among many Roma people today in all partners’ country. At the 

same time, this problem exists to a different extent among different Roma groups and 

social strata in the different regions: early marriages are not characteristic for all Roma 

communities. In addition, there is a clear trend for overcoming early marriages, which 

takes place together with the process of modernization of the community.  

 

2. Each country has developed its legislation in compliance with the UN Convention of the 

Right of the child, and guarantees in the Constitution respect for the rights of children. 

 

3. The legislative system of any country does not treat directly the issue of early marriage, 

but the measures related to the protection of children from sexual abuse and violent 

acts, which essentially characterize the early marriage, are sufficiently stringent and 

explicit. 

 

4. The main reason for the existing of the phenomenon ‘’early marriage’’, despite strict 

legislation is that it does not recognize those involved in early marriage as children and 

that their guaranteed rights are severely violated and that their normal development is 

hampered and pose a risk to their life and health. 

 

5. Institutions are not familiar enough with Child-centred approach. In most cases, the 

actions of the institution are oriented primarily towards compliance with its rules and 

procedures rather than to the individual child and solving his/her particular problem. 

 

6. Both – the civil law and the criminal law have open options for exceptions, which are 

often used to legitimize the early marriage .This implies that Roma can use their moral 

traditions or convictions and their social structure in order to ask for permission. 

 

7. Regarding the institutional framework of protection 2 common shortcomings shouldl 

be indicated: 

- Inter-institutional cooperation is not strong enough; 

- As a consequence - the responsibility for protection in cases of early marriage lies 

primarily with one of the responsible institutions and the participation of the others is 

limited or no; 

- Education proves to be the most important factor, influencing the raised age of early 

cohabitation: the higher the education level is, the later the family is created.  
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Recommendations 

Common 

1. To expand the knowledge of child-centred approach among the responsible institutions 

involved in the observing of children's rights and child welfare 

2. To increase the sensitiveness, especially in representatives of the judiciary, so when 

considering cases of early marriage to be clear that it comes to a child - to respect 

his/her rights and to guarantee his/her development. 

3. Changes in local Roma community can be expected only if encouraged and supported 

through continuous presence of a Roma mediator - a person inside the local 

community, representing a role model for the members of the local Roma community;  

4. Establishing a strong link between local institutions (schools/ social work 

centres/police/counselling and healthcare centres …) and Roma community 

encourages interactions, manages possible conflicts and provides various information 

for both sides;  

5. To strengthen research and data collection systems. Data should be up to date, 

reliable, and reflect the voices and needs of child brides. 

6. Any effort cannot be effective without the participation of Roma people themselves, in 

decision making positions at all stages of design and implementation. 

7. The practice of reasoning and justification of "early / forced marriages" with the 

culture and lifestyle of members of the Roma community must be stopped 

immediately, since this phenomenon is not typical for all groups within the Roma 

community, nor for all environments where Roma live.  

8. To support awareness raising and public information programmes about the negative 

effects of child marriage, in particular targeting Roma parents. This may include 

organising campaigns in Roma communities to open discussion and debate child 

marriage practices and impact. 

9. The principle of interaction between all institutions, which are relevant to the 

existence of the problem with early/forced marriages, is of high importance for its 

limitation.  

10. Given that forced marriages occur on the basis of learned socialization patterns, which 

are transmitted from generation to generation, it seems reasonable that for the 

termination of this tradition we must target especially Roma children themselves.  
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Related to partner state policy and practices 

 

GREECE 

Despite the fact that the Greek Constitution lacks specific prohibitions it provides a fertile 

ground for the establishment of specific policies and legislative measures against the 

phenomenon of early marriages. Therefore the state should enforce its legislation and include 

specialized provisions regarding the practice of early marriage. 

  The Greek state should develop specialized provisions under the Penal Code, regarding 

the issues of early marriage and forced marriage.   

 The existing institutional framework including the national strategy and the choice of 

operational activities is focusing more in the social inclusion and integration of Roma 

populations in the Greek society while leaving apart other important issues, such as the 

practice of early marriage. 

 The activities and the programmes which are implemented, especially those that are 

conducted under the framework of programmes financed by Greece and the European Union, 

are judged by the results they offer in terms of improving the current situation of the Roma 

community.  However, these programs are not evaluated for their tangible results and the 

consequences that might have brought to the lives of the people for whom they were 

designed.  

 Invest in measures that support the establishment of young Roma women’s/youth 

networks at regional and national level. 

 As far as national policies are concerned, it is essential to create a map of Roma 

populations and their needs, to ensure adequate financing resources and to create a team of 

experts, who will assist the ministries in the edition and application of individual policies in the 

fields of their competence. 

 Create supportive and safety networks for Roma girls who do not want to get married, 

such as shelters, education and health services that can address the specific needs and fears of 

married children. 

SLOVENIA 

 Government of the Republic of Slovenia in its report on the Situation of the Roma 

Community in Slovenia for 2010-2014 suggests: 

-  review and freshen the system of granting social benefits for all citizens - to establish a 

system that will not be destimulative for employment. This is very important for early 

marriages’ since we believe that cuts in social benefits for children will have an impact 

on reducing the number of (early) births.  
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- Appropriate restrictive measures with the aim of eliminating the early / forced 

marriages within certain groups of the Roma population like amendment to the 

Criminal Code.  

 More active engagement of the Police in problem solving of individual cases of early 

marriages’ in the field. 

 Roma organizations and representatives of NGOs find solutions to ensure the continuation 

of education of Roma girls in the case of "early marriages".  

 An active involvement of Roma organizations, and especially the Forum of Roma 

Councillors in disseminating information and raising awareness of the Roma community 

with regard to early marriages. 

 Raising the degree of sensitiveness of social workers to the problem of early marriages.  

 

 Since forced marriage affects women to a greater extent than men programs aimed at 

empowerment of Roma women should be supported and develop new content on this 

area.  

 

SPAIN 

 The recent legislative reforms in Spain have reinforced the rights of the child and have 

provided a framework that strengthens the potential to tackle some of the risks associated 

with premature emancipation. The reforms in themselves are not a sufficient response, 

however, and still need to be filled with the lifeblood of policies, institutional 

arrangements and practices.  

 

 Improving the tools to address the reproduction of inequalities in the education system 

should be a priority measure to prevent premature emancipation and marriage, and the 

risks associated with this demographic pattern.  

 

 Schools seem to have been particularly passive and poorly equipped so far as agents in 

cross-sectoral networks related to social work and empowerment. Boosting the capacity of 

the school system to address the early dropout of Gitano girls in particular is vital.  

 

BULGARIA 

 The main task in Bulgaria should be to create a synergy of NGOs and state institutions and 

to implement at all levels public policies specifically directed to prevent, detect and 

combat the harmful practice of early marriages.  

 Prevention and education campaigns should take place with the equal involvement of all 

stakeholders and the ownership of the process should remain with the targeted traditional 
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Roma communities. The above mentioned in no way releases the commitment of the state 

institutions, which should create the mechanisms for institutionalising and financial 

provision for these activities.  

 

 Personal example of successful Roma people should be emphasized: the young, educated 

and coping with the challenges of life Roma that have left a particular community, and 

have grown up before the eyes of the others and managed to achieve more than the rest 

without forgetting their Roma origin and without neglecting their private life and family. 

 

 Support for community development is another important principle that should be applied 

in the efforts for prevention of early marriages. The community and the different 

communal mechanisms for influence are very important for the life of the individual Roma.  

 

 To implement preventive programs and approaches that have proven their effectiveness 

as: 

- community discussions, 

-  group discussions,  

- information and education on reproductive health and family planning, 

- the method of the family-group conference, 

- door-to-door campaigns in the Roma neighborhoods. Individual conversations or 

family discussions within the frames of such campaigns appear to be an effective 

measure for increasing the awareness on the issue of early marriages, which is a 

necessary step for its solution.  

 

The described methods are not a “magic wand” guaranteeing immediate success. Their 

application depends very much on the skills of those who realize the activities for preventing 

early marriages: one and the same approach could be very effective or bring opposite results. 
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Prevention of Early Marriages Based on Child-centred Approach 

Training for representatives of child protection, health and education 

systems, justice and police 

 

 

 

Highlights of the training:  

• Early marriage and the profile of children at risk of it; 

• Child-centered approach in the prevention of early marriages; 

• Children and their rights 

 

MODULE I 

(Welcome session) 

 

1.1 Ice-breaking, participant’s presentation 

The group is arranged in a circle. Each participant introduces himself /herself following the 

given model below 

I am (name, profession ...) 

I love/like..... 

When it is hard to me I say... 

The quality that I value the most is... 

When I was a kid, I thought the most important thing was... 

 

1.2. Expectations of the group  

On the poster the following words are written:  "Give," "Earn", "To avoid". Participants 

receive three sticky notes / in different colors / accompanied with the instruction: "Write 

down what would you give of yourself, what you want to earn and what you would like to 

avoid in the upcoming training." 

Everybody writes his/her answers without indicating his/her name and sticks the notes to the 

appropriate place on the poster. The trainer introduces and summarizes the written notes. 

 

1.3. Rules of the group 

The Group shall adopt rules to which will abide at work. Samples: Listen to each other; 

Accuracy over time; Without evaluations; Mobile phones at 'silent mode'; To talk only about 

what happens in the group…  
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1.4. Seven most important things for me 

Write down 7 things that are most important to you. Strike out three of the most easy to quit. 

Now cancel another two things. Select the one that will remain. 

The undeleted value items are recorded on the poster. Usually these are: family, children... 

 

Conclusion: Although we, the people who are here, come with different expectations; 

acquaintances or not; friends or those with whom we meet for the first time, we have the same 

values. Today they could be the things that unite us. 

 

MODULE II  

(Defining the term of "early marriage". Risk groups; Profile of children at risk of early marriage) 

 

2.1. Associative spider 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each of the participants shares his/her understanding of the concept of "early marriage". 

The trainer writes down on a poster the answers in the form of the associative spider as 

complementing them  /if necessary/ and summarizes.  

 

Information for trainers: 

Although we are talking about early marriage, we must consider that it is early family-like 

relationships, not marriage under the sense of juridical laws. This is actually living together or 

entry into family relationships between minors (one or both in the couple). Usually it is 

practiced in marginalized communities and this is arranged by the parents of the children 

themselves.  

 

2.1. Five Factors for five minutes... 

Each participant has five minutes to list five factors that place children at risk of early 

marriage. 

 

The trainer summarizes results at the flip-chart and adds if necessary. For example: 

- Poverty; 

- Unemployment; 

Early 

marriage 
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- Domestic violence; 

- Lack of support by the family; 

- Too strict control; 

- Lack of education; 

- Lack of awareness about the consequences of early marriages; 

- Tradition; 

- Social exclusion and marginalization often associated with traumatic experiences (such as 

violence, rape, incest). 

    

2.2. Profile of children at risk of early marriage - small groups work 

 

Participants were divided into 4 groups. Each group receives a poster and task:  

Present the profile of a child at risk of early marriage. (How will you recognize him/ her? Which 

feature of appearance and behavior would tell you that the child is at risk of early marriage?) 

 

After completion of the task groups present their work to all.  Discussion and summary 

follows. 

 

Information for trainers:  

From our experience we can share the following signs that can "talk us" that a girl is at risk of 

early marriage: 

- The child is more accelerated than the peers in the class; 

- Has relationships with older boys; 

- Frequently absent from school for no apparent reason; 

- Often “visits” relatives in another town/ village; 

- The family is poor and crowded; 

- Parents are almost illiterate; 

- Extremely strict parental control. 

 - Busyness of the parents and lack of control  

- The parents are abroad and the children are brought up by grandparents who cannot control 

them 

Early marriage is an act that puts the child at very high risk for its further development. By 

entering into a marriage, fundamental rights of the child have been violated, such as: 

protection from child labor; sexual abuse, right to health and education; the right to play, to 

grow with his family... 
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MODULE III 

(Early marriages – between tradition and the Children Rights) 

 

3.1. Children and their rights (Casework) 

Participants are divided into 4 groups. Each group receives a poster with the case and a task: 

1. Indicate which children's rights are violated in your opinion. 

2. What are the consequences of violence for the child life and development? 

 

Case "Eileen" 

Eileen is 12 years old and is from a Roma family. She is curious and loves to go to school. Her 

father understands that she communicates with an older boy some time. Usually they meet in 

the schoolyard and talk. He forbids her to go out from home and stops her from attending 

school. He finds a groom for Eileen and begins preparing for the wedding. The girl tries to 

oppose this decision, but her father does not want to hear it. The Social Services failed to 

prevent the marriage. One year later, Eileen gave birth to a child. 

 

Case "Melissa" 

Melissa is 13 years old – beautiful, liked by the boys. The school does not attract her much. She 

has an 18-year-old boyfriend. These two meet secretly as Roma people disapprove links 

between boy and girl before the wedding. Melissa likes her boyfriend and wants to be with 

him. One night they decide to run away. Melissa's parents do not approve their action, but 

because of the tradition of community they give their consent to marry. 

After completion of the task, the groups present their work before all.  A discussion and 

summary follows… 

 

Information for trainers: 

In 1989 the United Nations adopted the Convention on the Rights of the Child. This is an 

agreement between countries which undertake to implement and enforce the guaranteed 

children's rights. CRC is the fastest and most widely ratified international document in the 

history of human rights. By 2009, the Convention has been ratified by 193 countries. 

Bulgaria ratified the Convention in 1991 and it became part of the domestic law of our country. 

Children's rights are human rights. The Convention changed the way of looking at children - it 

calls for children to be treated as human beings with clearly defined rights, not as passive 

objects in need of care. 

The Convention contains 4 groups of rights: 
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- rights of protection - protection from the sale of or traffic in children for any purpose, sexual 

abuse, child labour 

- rights of services - the right to health care, right to education, right to play 

- participation rights - the right of information, right to be heard, right of coalition 

- other rights - child relationships in the family, society and the state 

In Bulgaria, a child is considered anyone under the age of 18 years. Special Law on Child 

Protection regulates child safety and ensures compliance with its Rights. This law protects the 

best interests of the child to allow it to grow and develop in the best possible environment. The 

best interests of the child mean:  health, education, his need to feel safe and protected.  

 

MODULE IV  

(Child-centered approach in the prevention of early marriages) 

4.1. What does it mean to put the interests of the child at the center of the care for him? - 

Brainstorming 

 

The trainer asks the participants to respond very briefly to the question and writes down the 

answers on a poster. Make a summary.  

 

Information for trainers: 

To put the interests of the child at the center of the child care means to ensure compliance with 

its rules and rights laid down by law. Decisions concerning the child should be taken with a 

view to his best interest and his participation. 

 

4.2. Role play - "The World of Eileen" 

 

Using the Case "Eileen" 

Eileen is 12 years old and is from a Roma family. She is curious and loves to go to school. Her 

father understands that she communicates with an older boy some time. Usually they meet in 

the schoolyard and talk. He forbids her to go out from home and stops her from attending 

school He finds a groom for Eileen and begins preparing for the wedding. The girl tries to 

oppose this decision, but her father does not want to hear it. The school informed Social 

Services. 

 

Participants receive different roles. They prepare for them and are arranged in a circle. The 

participant with the role of Eileen stays in the middle of the circle. All around her have the task 

to make messages, according to their role. Those without a role monitor the process and 

finally give feedback. 
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Eileen: You're 12 years old, from Roma family, you love to go to school. You are in love with an 

older boy, whom you meet after school in the school yard. You like to communicate with him. 

You respect your family but also your feelings to the boy are important to you. 

 

Boyfriend: You're 17 years old and in love with the 12-year-old Eileen. Every day you go into 

her school to see her and talk to her. Your expectations are that one day you’ll get married. 

What do you say to Eileen? 

  

Father: You have a 12 year-old very beautiful daughter. You realize that she has begun to be 

excited by boys. You are afraid that she might lose her virginity. Moreover, you do not like the 

boy who she dates with. You have other plans for her marriage. What do you say to Eileen? 

 

Mother: You have a 12 year-old very beautiful daughter who recently communicates with an 

older boy. Your husband stopped her from school and closes her at home. You, although do 

not  

approve this decision, are afraid to oppose him. Your worry is about "setting a bad name out 

of your daughter." What do you say to Eileen? 

 

Class teacher: You notice that your student Eileen meets an older boy. Familiar with the 

traditions of the community you realize that this can lead to trouble for Eileen and dropping 

out of school. What do you say to Eileen? 

 

School counselor: You learned from the class teacher that Eileen meets an older boy. Familiar 

with the traditions of the community you realize that this can lead to trouble for Eileen and 

dropping out of school. What do you say to Eileen? 

 

Friend: Your friend Eileen meets with an older unknown boy. She tells you how much in love 

she is and how they dream one day to be together. This is your secret, as the father of Eileen is 

very conservative. If he knows that, he will stop her from school and will find her a husband. 

What do you say to Eileen? 

  

Grandmother / grandfather: Your granddaughter is 12 years old. You realize that she meets a 

boy. You fear that she may get away with him and become a shame in the neighborhood. You 

think the family should choose a suitable husband. What do you say to Eileen? 

 

Married elder sister: You have a 12 years old sister. Recently she has a boyfriend. You fear 

that your father will understand this and will treat her as did with you. What do you say to 

Eileen? 

 

Social worker: working in the Child Protection Department, where there is a signal that Eileen 

- 12 years, Roma, is to be married. What do you say to Eileen? 
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Questions for discussion: 

1. How did you feel in your role? Were you able to say what you want? 

2. Eileen. How she felt in her role? From whom did she receive support? What do you need? 

Did you manage to say what you think and feel? What and whom did you want to tell 

something? Did they hear you? 

 

The trainer leads the conversation towards how the child's interests are put on the heart of 

childcare.  Is a child-centered approach followed? How do adults react – do they follow the 

interest of the institution, family, community or this of the child? ... 

 

 

Information for trainers: 

Bulgaria is a country of a culture, centered to adults, not to the child. Child and childhood 

traditionally are seen as a period of preparation to be an adult, not as a period of human life 

with its own importance, own needs. 

When we talk about child-centered approach, we must understand that this is an approach 

based on children's rights and interests and on recognition the fact that children do not live in 

isolation: they are part of the family and extended family, students at school, members of the 

society, local communities, and civil society in the country. In the context of different social 

systems, there are many factors that contribute to the respecting or lack of respecting of the 

rights of every child. 

No approach to promote the development, protection and participation of children has been 

successful without taking into account the daily environment in which children live, to 

understand the strengths and weaknesses of this environment. 

Child-centered approach should be applied in working with families and communities, to 

support their capacity to build a supportive, protective and respectful environment for children. 

All programs should be carried out with children in the context of their families and 

communities. The role of the environment in which the child develops is of utmost importance. 

To put a child at the center of our concern, it is appropriate to be able to assess how children 

are approached, based on rights - focusing on the Rights of the Child, and not to the needs of 

the environment. 

 

V.CLOSING THE WORKSHOP  

Feedback; Summary 
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Inter-institutional and Inter-sectoral Cooperation for Prevention of Early 

Marriages 

Workshop for representatives of child protection, health and education 

systems, justice and police 

 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WORKSHOP: 

• Cooperation between institutions to prevent early marriage; 

• Good practices of cooperation between institutions working for child protection. 

 

MODULE I 

(Welcome session) 

 

1.1 Summary of the first module and introducing into work environment. Feedback from 

participants 

The group is arranged in a circle. Each participant answers the following questions: 

- How are you today? 

- Is there anything from the previous training, you want to share? 

- What do you expect to happen today? 

 

1.2 Energize - "Bingo"  

Each participant receives a form called "Bingo", where various issues are 

printed. 

 

Task to the group: 

Walk freely around the room and by asking questions find somebody 

who…….: 

somebody who likes to rest at 

the seaside  

somebody who can swim somebody who does not 

smoke 

somebody who likes to wear 

jeans 

somebody who has a birthday 

in April 

somebody who has 

breakfast every day 

somebody who has been 

abroad 

somebody who likes to read 

romance novels 

somebody who loves rainy 

weather 

somebody who speaks English somebody who is afraid of mice somebody who has two 

children 

 

When you find the participant answering positively to any of the questions, write his/her 

name in the box. One and the same name cannot be present in more than one box. When you 

complete the form say "Bingo!" and announce the names written there. 
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The game continues until there are a certain number of winnings, depending on the size of the 

group. You can prepare and provide small gifts to the winners - for example a chocolate. 

MODULE II 

(Institutions engaged in prevention of early marriage - legal framework and practices) 

 

2.1 Legal framework and its application; good practices and challenges - work in small 

groups  

The purpose of this exercise: 

Participants to learn about the legal framework in which each institution is required to 

operate with regard to early marriage; to have a full picture of all the possibilities of support 

institutions can offer; to be aware where to seek support if needed. 

 

Participants are divided into groups, as many as the number of institutions taking part in the 

workshop: school, social service, police, court, prosecution, others. Each group (institution) 

receives a poster and a task:  

1. Present the legal framework and the practices that your institution applies with regard to 

early marriage. 

2. Share your specific experiences (successes and difficulties) with regard to this problem   

 

After completion of the task the groups present their work to the other participants.  A 

discussion and summary follows. 

 

Information for trainers: 

Early marriages are an extremely serious problem. Often the signs, suggestive of the 

impending early marriage remain unnoticed or ignored. Usually families conceal the 

forthcoming marriage and while the child is afraid to share. 

The effects on child development are very heavy and it is essential that those working with 

children to be sensitive to the topic and even on suspicion of early marriage to take action 

according to its legal power or to refer the case to the appropriate institution. 

For example: The school can play an important role in the prevention or detection of an 

impending marriage, since the children spend most of their time there. Professionals working 

in schools are not always sufficiently prepared for that – they guess about the problem but do 

not know how to approach it, whom to address, whom to seek for support. 

Therefore it is important that institutions working with children to know each other and also 

what everyone can contribute to solving the problem of the child. 
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MODULE III 

(Inter-institutional and inter-sectoral cooperation) 

 

The purpose of the module: 

Institutions to reflect more deeply the importance of the cooperation and to discuss the 

institutional procedures for interaction available in this area. To discuss suggestions for 

revision the existing mechanisms for cooperation or to introduce new ones. 

 

3.1 Interaction in action - role play 

All participants are standing in a circle. Everyone receives a sticker with the role that sticking 

on his/her clothes (the roles can be a class tutor, school counselor, principal of the school, 

teacher, teacher to whom the child feels trust, a social worker from the Child Protection 

Department, a social worker from social service, a psychologist, a policeman, a prosecutor, a 

judge, a family member - a parent, a grandparent, a friend ...). Some participants can be in one 

and the same role. In the middle of the circle stands a "child" at risk of early marriage (Ayleen - 

from case study below). In her hands she holds a ball of yarn. The trainer asks the child: "Who 

do you want to share your problem with?" and offers her to throw the ball to that person 

from the circle whom she trusts, having previously coiled up a part of the thread around her 

finger. The one who takes the ball, also winds a part of the thread around his/her finger and 

passes the ball to another participant who also could engage with the case. This is repeated 

until the ball has gone through all people who can support the child. 

 

Case "Eileen" 

Eileen is 12 years old and is from a Roma family. She is curious and loves to go to school. Her 

father understands that she communicates with an older boy some time. Usually they meet in 

the schoolyard and talk. He forbids her to go out from home and stops her from attending 

school. He finds a groom for Eileen and begins preparing for the wedding. The girl tries to 

oppose this decision, but her father does not want to hear it. 

 

Discussion questions: 

- How did you feel in your role? 

- How do you decide to whom to pass the ball? What was leading in your choice? 

- To the child: Was there in the circle a participant whom you trust?  Was there a need for 

anybody else to be present in the circle? If so, who? 

 

3.2 Interaction of institutions - small groups work 

Participants are divided into 4 groups. Each group receives a poster and the task: 

1. What does it mean to work in inter-institutional and inter-sectoral cooperation?  

2.  Are there regulated procedures of interaction between different institutions/sectors? If 

any – do they work well in practice? Can they be improved and how? 

3. What hinders and what helps institution/sectors to cooperate? 
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After completion of the task groups present their work to the other participants.  Discussion 

and summary follows… 

 

Information for trainers: 

Cooperation in Bulgaria: 

According to the laws in Bulgaria early marriage is considered child abuse. Anyone who 

becomes aware or suspects that a child needs protection shall immediately inform the Child 

Protection Department (CPD) or State Agency for Child Protection, or the Police. The 

interaction of the institutions and their responsibilities in this regard are regulated in a 

Coordination Mechanism (Annex 1), which states: 

- The signal can be submitted orally to the above mentioned institutions, but must be followed 

by a written one; 

- Up to one hour after receiving the signal at CPD a person in charge is appointed, to verify the 

signal; 

- In the next 24 hours the person in charge of the case sends reports with gathered information 

to an interdisciplinary and inter-sectoral team and schedules a work meeting; 

- The interdisciplinary and inter-sectoral team consists of: Police / responsible person / judge, 

prosecutors, social service / responsible person / doctor, Ministry of Education / responsible 

person / municipality / responsible person /; 

- The interdisciplinary and inter-sectoral team at local level determines  unified strategic goal, 

and to achieve it, prepares a joint action plan of specific tasks with the terms of 

implementation; 

- While the process of protection from violence is in the course, the child is entitled to the 

support being targeted for inclusion in the appropriate preventive program or social service. 

 

MODULE IV 

(Institutions engaged in prevention of early marriage – common action) 

 

4.1. Plan of common actions (Casework) 

Participants are divided into 4 groups. Each group receives a poster with the case and a task:  

1. Make a plan of joint actions of the institutions for the protection of children from an 

early marriage. Keep in mind that the interests of the child must be at the center of 

child-care. 

2. What professionals, institutions, resources will be needed to prevent an early marriage? 
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Information for trainers: 

Before setting the task the trainer ensures that participants are aware of the concept of child-

centered approach. This means to put the interests of the child at the center of concern for 

him/her and ensure his/her rights defined by the Convention of the Rights of the Child and 

related national documents. Decisions concerning the child should be taken with a view of 

his/her best interest and participation. 

 

Case "Eileen" 

Eileen is 12 years old and is from a Roma family. She is curious and loves to go to school. Her 

father understands that she communicates with an older boy some time. Usually they meet in 

the schoolyard and talk. He forbids her to go out from home and stops her from attending 

school. He finds a groom for Eileen and begins preparing for the wedding. The girl tries to 

oppose this decision, but her father does not want to listen. 

 

Case "Melissa" 

Melissa is 13 years old – beautiful, liked by boys. The school does not attract her much. She has 

an 18-year-old boyfriend. These two meet secretly as Roma people disapprove relations 

between a boy and a girl before the wedding. Melissa likes her boyfriend and wants to be with 

him. One night they decide to run away. Melissa's parents do not approve their action, but 

because of the tradition of community they give their consent to marry. 

 

After completion of the task the groups present their work to the other participants.  

A discussion and summary with focus on inter-institutional and inter-sectoral cooperation 

follow.  

 

V.CLOSING THE WORKSHOP  

Feedback; Summary 
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Annex  1 

Coordination mechanism for interaction in case of child abuse

Receiving 

the signal - 

within 1 

hour  

Child protection 

department 

Responsible 

person for the 

case 

Verification - 

within 24 hours 

from the time the 

signal was 

received 

Sends a 

report, a 

copy of the 

received 

signal and 

schedules a 

working 

meeting of 

the team  

Judge 

Prosecutor 

 

Police 
 

Social service 

(a responsible 

person) 

 

Doctor 

Ministry of 

Education 

(responsible 

person) 

Municipality 

(responsible 

person) 

 

In the shortest time 

Working meeting of the 

interdisciplinary team /lead by 

the responsible person for the 

case from the Child protection 

department/:  

Minutes of the meeting 

Engagements/responsibilities 

Responsible people 

Deadlines 
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PROFESSIONALS 

 

Details of the participant: a woman , a man, age ........ years, years of working 

experience  .....… 

profession…………………………….,  place of work .........................................................… 

 

       Please indicate on a scale the extent to which you agree with the statements: 

 

1.  I have many clients from the Roma community. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 

 

I disagree 

     

 

2. Early marriage is a tradition for Roma people. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 

 

I disagree 

     

 

3. Early marriages in Roma community are violence against children, but they can not 

understand it. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 

 

I disagree 

     

 

4. Children in Roma community mature earlier. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 

 

I disagree 

     

 

5. Social workers are obliged to work in a team. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 

 

I disagree 

     

 

6. Early marriage interrupts the development of the children in the Roma community. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 

 

I disagree 

     

 

7. The involvement of police in prevention of early marriage is inappropriate in the Roma 

community. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 

 

I disagree 
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8.  The prevention of early marriages requires compliance with the procedures for 

individual assessment and planning of interventions 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 

     

 

9.  Early marriage rescues from poverty 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 

     

 

10.  After marriage, children can not go to school. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 

     

 

11. It is impossible to talk about sexuality and prevention of unintended pregnancy in the 

Roma community. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 

     

 

12. Prevention of early marriage protects the rights of Roma children 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 

     

 

13. Prevention of early marriages in the Roma community is a responsibility of the Roma. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 

     

 

14.  Prevention of early marriages is the responsibility of social services. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 

     

 

15.  I can not explain to Roma people that marriage of children is a crime 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 
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16. Child protection system supports violence if it does not stop early marriages. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 

     

 

17.  Professionals do not know how to deal with child marriages. 

  

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 

     

 

18. Prevention and work on the topic "violence" should include representatives from the 

following sectors: 

 

 health system 

 police 

 education 

 social services 

 emergency 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

 

AWARENESS-RAISING ACTIVITIES 

 

Early Marriage Prevention Programme for Children 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Early Marriage Prevention Network Project 
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WHO IS THIS TRAINING GUIDE FOR: 

It is aimed at specialists / teachers, school counsellors, social workers, psychologists / 

working with children in lower secondary education. 

 

WHAT ARE THE CONTENTS: 

It consists of five sessions, each having duration up to 1 astronomical hour. They use 

interactive methods / exercises and games /. 

 

PURPOSE: 

Children learn how to... 

• resolve gender based conflicts in non-violent ways; 

• build relationships of gender equality; 

• prevent early marriages. 

 

TRAINER : 

• Trainings are conducted by a teacher/pedagogue, a pedagogical adviser, a psychologist or 

a social worker. 

• The trainer not only sets the tasks, but also monitors how the processes in the group are 

being developed (activity, motivation, conflicts). He plays the role of a facilitator, focusing 

on the fact that the opinions and ideas of each in the group are equally valuable for the 

group work.  

 

HOW ARE TRAININGS CONDUCTED: 

All participants and the trainer sit in a circle except when working in small groups or an 

exercise requires a different arrangement. Sitting in a circle may seem to many children 

unusual and even uncomfortable at the beginning, so it would be nice to explain them 

what’s the purpose - namely, thus all will be equal during the sessions. 

 

Materials and technical resources necessary for the implementation of activities: posters, 

markers, a flipchart, a small ball, masking/sticky tape, sticky notes, A4 white sheets of paper, 

pens, scissors, multicoloured sheets, pencils, small colour pieces of paper, a laptop, a multi-

media . 
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SESSION 1: INTRODUCTION AND CREATING A COMMUNITY 

 

Objectives: 

- Children are introduced to each other, if the group is pooled, or get to know better if 

trainings are conducted with students from one class; 

- To create a positive work atmosphere 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The trainer presents and informs children for the project, activities they need to implement, 

timing and duration of training. 

 

II. RULES FOR GROUP WORK 

In the next few sessions we will have fun, but we will also work together. To feel good each 

of us it is necessary to clarify the rules of the group.  Trainer invites children to give 

suggestions for rules. Children suggest some and the trainer writes them down on a poster. 

Sample rules:   Listen to each other; Accuracy over time; No estimates and insults; Mobile 

phones – at 'silent mode'; To talk only about what happens in the group ... 

 

III. EXERCISES ON THE TOPIC 

 

3.1. My personal file - a game for introduction and acquaintance 

Children are given pre-made cards / cards, where they will share certain information about 

themselves – Annex 1 

 

MY PERSONAL FILE 

 

Name: ................................................  Zodiac sign: ......................................... 

I'm ............   years old.    I have ………… brothers / sisters 

Favourite dish: .............................................., drink: ............................................ 

My favourite school subject is......................................................................... 

In my spare time I like to............................................................ 

...................................................................................................................................... 

I get angry by …............................................................................................................ 

 

...................................................................................................................................... 

 

Children fill the "personal files" for five minutes. Then, the trainer divides them in small 

groups / by 3-4 children in each/. In small groups each one gets the information recorded by 

other participants. Select a "speaker" who presents the participants of the small group to 

the others, focusing on the similarities in the "files" of children the group, if there are any. 
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3.2. Fruit tree 

The trainer draws on the poster a tree with branches. Each participant must draw a fruit on 

the poster that characterizes him/her and write the name next to it. Then all the children 

share: 

 

- Why did I choose this fruit? 

- What do I link it with? 

- Where in the tree do I see myself and why? 

  

3.3. A tower 

(The aim is to learn how to work as a team and to understand the advantages of teamwork) 

 

Children are divided into two groups. Each of them receives 2 packages of spaghetti, 

masking tape and one mushroom. The task is each team individually to build out a tower of 

spaghetti. It should be as higher as possible, stable and be able to withstand a mushroom on 

the top. 

Groups work on their towers for 15-20 minutes at remote locations, without the right to 

watch each other and talk. When they are ready or the operating time is past, the teams 

present their works. 

 

Discussion questions: 

 How did you divide the responsibilities in your team - who gave the ideas, who were 

the main builders of the tower? 

 Was everyone involved in some way in the work?  

 What could be done to involve everybody?  

 Did you have many ideas about how the tower should look like? If so, how did you 

choose exactly this idea? 

 How did you feel about the final result? 

 

IV. CLOSING  

 

Feedback: 

All are seated in a circle. The facilitator shares in one sentence the feelings about the 

completed activity and offers each of the other participants to do the same in the following 

exemplary model: 

For me this day was useful in that ................., or 

Today most interesting to me was when.............. .........., because................  

And what about you? 

 

Materials required 

Poster paper, a flipchart, markers, pens, small ball, spaghetti, sticky tape, 2 mushrooms 
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Annex 1 

MY PERSONAL FILE 

 

Name: ................................................  Zodiac sign: ......................................... 

I'm ............   years old.    I have ………… brothers / sisters 

Favourite dish: .............................................., drink: ............................................ 

My favourite school subject is......................................................................... 

In my spare time I like to............................................................ 

...................................................................................................................................... 

I get angry by …......................................................................................................... 

 

MY PERSONAL FILE 

 

Name: ................................................  Zodiac sign: ......................................... 

I'm ............   years old.    I have ………… brothers / sisters 

Favourite dish: .............................................., drink: ............................................ 

My favourite school subject is......................................................................... 

In my spare time I like to............................................................ 

...................................................................................................................................... 

I get angry by …......................................................................................................... 

 

MY PERSONAL FILE 

 

Name: ................................................  Zodiac sign: ......................................... 

I'm ............   years old.    I have ………… brothers / sisters 

Favourite dish: .............................................., drink: ............................................ 

My favourite school subject is......................................................................... 

In my spare time I like to............................................................ 

...................................................................................................................................... 

I get angry by …......................................................................................................... 

 

MY PERSONAL FILE 

 

Name: ................................................  Zodiac sign: ......................................... 

I'm ............   years old.    I have ………… brothers / sisters 

Favourite dish: .............................................., drink: ............................................ 

My favourite school subject is......................................................................... 

In my spare time I like to............................................................ 

...................................................................................................................................... 

I get angry by …......................................................................................................... 
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SESSION 2: VIOLENCE - DEFINITION AND TYPES 

 

Objectives: 

The children learn to recognize violence and its various manifestations. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

- How are you today? How do you feel?  

- Is there something you want to share? 

- What do you expect to happen? 

 

Recall rules for group work / from the first session /.  

 

II. A ROLE PLAY RELATED TO THE TOPIC 

The Fist 

Children are grouped in pairs. One of the children in each pair clenched his/her hand in a 

fist. The task of the other child is to find a way to open the fist. They have a minute to do 

this. Then they change their roles. 

Finally, participants share in the large group whether and how they achieved results. 

Probably most kids have tried to solve the problem first by physical force. 

The trainer summarizes that the physical force is not the best and the most successful 

solution and it is good to try to find alternatives.  

 

III. EXERCISES ON THE TOPIC 

 

3.1. Associative spider 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The group sits in a circle. A small ball is passed from participant to participant in the circle 

and everyone shares what he/she understands in the word "violence." 

The facilitator writes down on a poster the answers in the form of an associative spider, 

adding at the end what the children have not guessed (insults, spreading rumours and false 

allegations, destruction of personal property, trafficking, kidnapping, etc.). The facilitator 

aims to group the children’s associations according to four types of violence (physical, 

psychological, sexual and neglect). 

 

VIOLENCE 
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3.2. Recognizing situations 

Participants are divided into three or four groups as being counted - "first - second - third." 

Each team receives a sheet with situations for recognition of violence and pens (Annex 2). 

Task: Fill the table of the Annex as quickly and accurately as you can by placing a "+" sign 

into the empty box - on situations where there is violence or a "-" sign on situations where 

there is no violence. 

 

Situations: 

Key for trainers: 

 

№ SITUATION +/- 

1  Two children speak bad things about another one from behind him + 

2  Father slaps his son  + 

3  Child stumbles his classmate on purpose + 

4  Teens playing computer game where they must shoot  - 

5  Girl / boy spreading bad rumours about her/his classmates  + 

6  Children are fighting at school  + 

7  Boy hugging / kissing / a girl without her consent  + 

 
                                 To assist the trainer … 
                                  According to Bulgarian Child Protection Act: 
  
Violence is any act that causes harm to a person or a group of people against their will 

and stated disagreement. Violence is an action applied to achieve power and control over 

the victim. 

Physical violence is causing a body injury, pain or suffering without health disorder. 

Psychological violence are all actions of detrimental effect on mental health and child 

development, such as underestimation, derisive attitude, threats, discrimination, rejection 

or other forms of negative attitudes. 

Sexual violence: any sexual activity in which the adult uses a child for his own sexual 

gratification. 

Neglect: the failure of the parent or caregiver of the child to ensure his/her development 

in the following areas: health, education, emotional development, nutrition, provision of 

home and safety when he/she is able to do it. 
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8  Boy / Girl distributes on the Internet compromising pictures of a classmate   

9 Teacher raises a student at the blackboard for a test  - 

10 A male makes a student to touch him at shameful places + 

11 Waitress accidentally poured hot coffee on someone  - 

12 Children found on the streets a wallet and do not give it to the police   -  

13 A child - 12 years old - is not getting enough food at home  + 

14  Parents marry their daughter being 13 years old  + 

15  Child pushing a classmate accidentally  - 

16 Child on purpose broke his classmate's notebook +  

17 Students take the money of younger children in the school yard  + 

18 A teacher gives a test to students -  

19  Parents require their child to do his homework regularly -  

20  Students are required to attend school in uniform  - 

21 Children make fun of a classmate  + 

22 Parents require their child to observe a curfew  - 

23 Child writes offensive comments under the picture of his classmate on Facebook  + 

24  Parents do not allow their son - 15 years old - to visit a nightclub  - 

25  Parents do not take their child to the seaside  -  

 

After completion of the work in small groups a discussion follows. The trainer  reads the 

situations one by one and each group makes a reasoned response why there is or there is 

not violence in the situation. If necessary, the teacher gives further information. 

 

IV.CLOSING 

Feedback: 

All are seated in a circle. The facilitator shares in one sentence the feelings about the 

completed activity and offers each of the other participants to do the same in the following 

exemplary model: 

For me this day was useful in that ................., or 

Today most interesting to me was when.............. .........., because................  

And what about you? 

 

Materials required 

Poster paper, a flipchart, markers, pens, a small ball 
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Annex 2 

 

 

№ SITUATIONS +/- 

1  Two children speak bad things about another one from behind him + 

2  Father slaps his son  + 

3  Child stumbles his classmate on purpose + 

4  Teens playing computer game where they must shoot  - 

5  Girl / boy spreading bad rumours about her/his classmates  + 

6  Children are fighting at school  + 

7  Boy hugging / kissing / a girl without her consent  + 

8  Boy / Girl distributes on the Internet compromising pictures of a classmate   

9 Teacher raises a student at the blackboard for a test  - 

10 A male makes a student to touch him at shameful places + 

11 Waitress accidentally poured hot coffee on someone  - 

12 Children found on the streets a wallet and do not give it to the police       -  

13 A child - 12 years old - is not getting enough food at home  + 

14  Parents marry their daughter being 13 years old  + 

15  Child pushing a classmate accidentally  - 

16 Child on purpose broke his classmate's notebook +  

17 Students take the money of younger children in the school yard  + 

18 A teacher gives a test to students -  

19  Parents require their child to do his homework regularly -  

20  Students are required to attend school in uniform  - 

21 Children make fun of a classmate  + 

22 Parents require their child to observe a curfew  - 

23 Child writes offensive comments under the picture of his classmate on 

Facebook  

+ 

24  Parents do not allow their son - 15 years old - to visit a nightclub  - 

25  Parents do not take their child to the seaside  -  
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SESSION 3: TOLERANCE AND EQUALITY IN COMMUNICATION 

 

Objective: 

The children learn to distinguish the equal from unequal relations and to be able to identify 

the signs of unacceptable behaviour. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

-  How are you today? 

- Is there something you want to share? 

- What do you expect to happen? 

 

II. A ROLE PLAY RELATED TO THE TOPIC 

 

2.1. "Network of relationships" 

All participants are in a circle. Each one gets a sticker with a role that should stick 

prominently on the garment (roles can be: a teacher, a school counsellor, a mother, a father, 

a boy, a girl, a classmate, a grandparent, a friend ...). If the participants are more than roles, 

some of them can obtain one and the same roles. 

 

The trainer suggests that children (depending on their role) imagine with whom they need 

to interact often. Then he/she throws a ball of thread/yarn to one of the children, having 

previously wound a piece of the thread around his finger. The child takes the ball, does the 

same and passes the ball to another child, to whom he (in accordance with his/her role) 

communicates most often with. This is repeated until the ball goes through all participants. 

 

The facilitator summarizes the game about types of relations in which we have to enter 

every day: between children and parents, between classmates / friends / colleagues, 

relatives, boys and girls ... Finally he focuses on romantic relationship between boys and 

girls, which are considered in the next exercise. 

 

III. EXERCISES ON THE TOPIC: 

 

3.1. Equal and unequal relationship between a boy and a girl (compare on a poster) 

 

The poster has the following table drawn up: 

Equal relationship 

A relationship in which you feel good 

…….. 

 

Unequal relationship 

A relationship where you do not feel good 

……… 
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Each one in the group shares features, which according to him distinguish the equal from 

unequal relationship. The trainer records answers on posters, encouraging participants to 

suggest more ideas. Finally he/she summarizes the answers. 

 

3.2. Acceptable/Unacceptable 

The trainer divides participants into three - four groups and gives them a list of cases (Annex 

3) Children have 15 min to discuss each case together and decide if the behaviour of the 

characters is acceptable or unacceptable to them. The decision should be reached through 

group consensus. 

 

After the completion of group work, discussion follows in the large group in order to find 

whether each case is acceptable or unacceptable. 

 

The purpose of this exercise is to provoke a discussion between children with different 

attitudes. The trainer should enable each participant to share its opinion without any 

judgments. This is not about "right" or "wrong”, but about “acceptable" and "unacceptable". 

This may be different for different people. 

It is important that trainer abstains completely his opinion and reflects what is said by the 

participants, contributing to the process only if the discussions are unilateral. 

 

IV. CLOSING  

 

Feedback: 

All are seated in a circle. The facilitator shares in one sentence the feelings about the 

completed activity and offers each of the other participants to do the same in the following 

exemplary model: 

For me this day was useful in that ................., or 

Today most interesting to me was when.............. .........., because................  

And what about you? 

 

Materials required 

Poster paper, a flipchart, markers, labels with "roles”, ball of thread /yarn, sheets with cases 
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Annex 3 

 

Cyril sees that the other boys behave rudely with the girls. He believes it is important to be 

like them. He never thought that would hit a girl, but yesterday in the schoolyard Elena was 

not paying attention to him and this made him off nerves. They quarrelled, she called him a 

"jerk" before all. This infuriated him and he hit her very hard. 

Acceptable / Unacceptable 

 

Stefan broke up with his girlfriend because they came to the moment when they argue 

constantly. After the separation she calls him and asks him to delete some pictures of hers 

that he has in his phone. Stefan says that he deleted them, but in fact he did not. When he 

and his friends meet each other, they often share photos of the girls they date to. 

Acceptable / Unacceptable 

 

A 17-year-old boy had sex with his 14-year-old girlfriend.  Social services understood about 

this case. As a result, the boy was convicted of sexual abuse. 

Acceptable / Unacceptable 
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SESSION 4: A GOOD FRIEND 

 

Objective: 

To identify the characteristics that make up the image of a best friend (boyfriend or 

girlfriend) and learn to create equal romantic relationships. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

- How are you today? 

- Is there something you want to share? 

- What do you expect to happen? 

 

Recall rules for group work (from the first session) 

 

II. ENERGISER: 

"Adherents" 

Place a chair in the middle of the circle. The trainer starts enlisting  features and all who 

meet them ran to the chair and sit on it / e.g. "All those who like to talk a lot," "All who are 

often late", "All who love to go to school", "...who like their class," "... like French fries", "... 

often get angry" and etc. /. In some cases, the chair remains empty, while in others - many 

children have to sit on each other. 

 

III. EXERCISES ON THE TOPIC: 

 

3.1. A good friend (boyfriend – girlfriend) is ... – see  Annex 4 

The group is divided into 4 smaller ones. Each group receives a set of cards "good friend." 

The task: 

1. Read the cards and choose 10 of them that you think describe boy/girl-friend. Arrange 

the characteristics of importance. 

2. There are no right or wrong answers. Everything is a matter of personal choice. 

 

Presentation and discussion in the large group follows: What are the reasons for your 

choice? 

 

For the trainer: 

Several ideas to provoke discussion: 

 

Someone who likes to do the same things as you. It might be better that you do some things 

together, but is it necessary to do everything together? It would be better to have also 

activities with other friends - such as those that do not include your boy/girl -friend.  E.g.: 

sports, dancing, shopping, etc… 
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Someone who'll buy you gifts. That may sound good, but maybe this guy will make you feel 

as if you "owe" him something? What may be the result of this? Then you may feel pressured 

for doing things you do not want to do? 

 

Someone who contact you very often. At first this may sound good, but later it may become 

annoying?  Will you not feel that you are being controlled? 

 

Someone who makes you compliments.  Again, it might be nice, but it can also be considered 

as manipulation - especially if it is a bigger than you boy. How can you understand the 

difference? 

 

Someone who wants to be with you for the rest of your life. Is this so important to your teen 

age? Is it realistic? Do you know of any relationship that began in teenage years that 

remained and lasted forever? 

 

Someone who ignores his/her friends to spend more time with you. What if your relationship 

ends? How would you feel like a man without friends? 

 

IV. CLOSING  

 

Feedback: 

All are seated in a circle. The facilitator shares in one sentence the feelings about the 

completed activity and offers each of the other participants to do the same in the following 

exemplary model: 

For me this day was useful in that ................., or 

Today most interesting to me was when.............. .........., because................  

And what about you? 

 

 

Materials required 

 

Poster paper, a flipchart, markers, small ball 
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Annex 4 

 

1. 

SOMEONE WHO TAKES CARE OF YOU 

2. 

SOMEONE WITH WHOM YOU CAN TALK ABOUT EVERYTHING 

3. 

SOMEONE WHO LIKES TO DO THE SAME THINGS LIKE YOU 

4. 

SOMEONE WHO HUGS AND KISSES YOU 

5. 

SOMEONE TO MAKE LOVE WITH 

6. 

SOMEONE WHO WILL BUY GIFTS 

7. 

SOMEONE WHO HAS A CAR 

8. 

SOMEONE WHO HAS A LOT OF MONEY 

9. 

SOMEONE WHO IS SINCERE AND HONEST 

10. 

SOMEONE WHO WILL LOVE YOU EVEN IF NOW YOU DO NOT 

LOOK PERFECT 

11. 

SOMEONE WHO IS OLDER THAN YOU 

12. 

SOMEONE WHO LOOKS GOOD 

13. 

SOMEONE YOU CAN PRESENT TO THE FAMILY AND 

FRIENDS 

14. 

SOMEONE WHO WANTS CONSTANTLY TO BE WITH YOU 

15. 

SOMEONE WHO MAKES YOU COMPLIMENTS 

16. 

SOMEONE WHO WANTS TO BE WITH YOU TO THE END OF HIS 

LIFE 

17. 

SOMEONE WHO SHARES HIS/HER FEELINGS WITH YOU 

 

18. 

SOMEONE WHO DOES NOT PRESSURE YOU TO DO THINGS THAT 

YOU DO NOT WANT 

19. 

SOMEONE WHO WOULD NOT HAVE CHEATED YOU 

20. 

SOMEONE WHO WILL WAIT UNTIL YOU ARE READY TO HAVE SEX 

21. 

SOMEONE WHO IS ABOUT YOUR AGE 

22. 

SOMEONE WITH GOOD CHARACTER 

23. 

SOMEONE WHO CAN MAKE YOU LAUGH 

24. 

SOMEONE YOU CAN MARRY AND HAVE CHILDREN WHEN YOU 

GROW UP 

 

25. 

SOMEONE WHO NEGLECTS HIS FRIENDS TO SPEND MORE 

TIME WITH YOU 

26. 

SOMEONE WHO DOES NOT EXPECT YOU TO HAVE MUCH MONEY 

27. 

SOMEONE WHO DOES NOT EXPECT YOU TO HAVE A CAR 

 

28. 

SOMEONE WHO INSISTS TO COMMUNICATE ONLY WITH HIM 

29. 

SOMEONE WHO ALWAYS HAS TIME TO LISTEN TO YOU 

30. 

SOMEONE WHO SHOWS YOU AFFECTION 

31. 

SOMEONE YOU CAN TAKE CARE AND PROTECT 

32. 

SOMEONE WHO IS VERY JEALOUS 
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SESSION 5: LOOKING AHEAD 

 

Objective: 

To identify the consequences and limitations inherent in early marriages;  to present 

opportunities of development. To inform children about the possible resources for support. 

 

I. INTRODUCION 

- How are you today? 

- Is there something you want to share? 

- What do you expect to happen? 

Recall rules for group work (from the first session) 

 

II. ENERGISER GAME 

 "Swamp" 

Children are divided into two or three teams and line up in columns at pre-selected starting 

line. Select also a line to finish. The first participants in each column are given two pieces of 

paper. Their aim is to go through the "swamp" (the room) stepping on "islands" (the sheets 

of paper). They should put one piece of paper on the floor, step on it with both feet, then 

place the other sheet ahead, cross and step on it with both feet. Then turning back, take the 

first sheet from the floor and put it in turn in front of yourself to set foot on it. So the one 

first passes across the room from one end to the other quickly returns and passes the baton 

(sheets) to the next in the team. Winner is the team who passes the "swamp" first 

 

III. EXERCISES ON THE TOPIC: 

 

3.1. Consequences, limitations and opportunities for child development - Continue the 

story 

Participants are divided into two groups. Each group receives a case study with the task to 

write continuation of the story. (Annex 5) 

 

"Lina" 

I am Lina and I am 15 years old. I went to school to 7th grade. I was a good student, but I met 

a boy (Ivo), who I thought was the love of my life. We dated a few months. My parents 

understood and got very angry.  They scolded me and forced us to get married. We lived 

with the family of Ivo. I gave birth to our son. My husband started going out alone at 

restaurants, coming home late, being rude to me... 

Continue the story of Lina and Ivo ...  

 

"Mina" 

I am Mina and I am 15 years old. I love going to school and I am doing well. I have a friend 

(boyfriend) from our class. His name is Nicky. He's funny, smart, interested in computers ... 
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We're delighted to be together - talking, joking, and sometimes going to the cinema or for a 

coffee. We dream after graduating from school, to proceed together at the university. My 

parents know about him and support our friendship... 

 

 Continue the story of Mina and Nicky ... 

 

After work a presenter reads the writings to the entire group. A discussion follows.  

Sample questions for discussion in the case of "Lina": 

1. What does Lina win and what does she lose in this relationship? 

2. How should her parents act? 

3. What are the duties of the girl and the boy in the new family? 

4. Who are the family in fact? 

 

Sample questions for discussion on "Mina" case: 

1. Is this relationship appropriate for Mina? 

2. What future awaits Mina and Nicky after they graduate? 

3. What are their chances for well- paid employment/job? 

4. How does the support of parents influence their future? 

 

What would Mina and Nicky say to Lina  and Ivo? And what would Lina and Ivo tell Mina and 

Nicky?  

 

3.2. National recourses for support  

Each partner provides information about resources available to help and support in the 

respective country. 

 

3.3. My life after 5/10 / years 

Participants are seated in a circle. They receive sheets of paper, where to describe alone 

their life in the coming 5/or 10 years, as they imagine it. Once completed, the trainer hands 

out envelopes. He/ she suggests to put the written sheets into envelopes, seal them and 

address them to themselves. He/she tells them that the letters remain with them. They can 

leave and keep them in a safe place and open them after 5/10 years to check what of their 

dreams are achieved. 

 

IV. CLOSING 

Feedback:  

All are in a circle. The Facilitator shares in one sentence his/ her  feelings about the 

completed program. Gives the floor to children to express their impressions/ experiences 

and ask questions. 

Materials required: 

Poster paper, flipchart, markers, coloured and white A4 sheets, envelopes 
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Annex 5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"Lina" 

I am Lina and I am 15 years old. I went to school to 7th grade. I was a good student, but I 

met a boy (Ivo), who I thought was the love of my life. We dated a few months. My 

parents understood and got very angry.  They scolded me and forced us to get married. 

We lived with the family of Ivo. I gave birth to our son. My husband started going out 

alone at restaurants, coming home late, being rude to me... 

 

Continue the story of Lina and Ivo ...  

 

"Mina" 

I am Mina and I am 15 years old. I love going to school and I am doing well. I have a friend 

(boyfriend) from our class. His name is Nicky. He's funny, smart, interested in computers 

... We're delighted to be together - talking, joking, and sometimes going to the cinema or 

for a coffee. We dream after graduating from school, to proceed together at the 

university. My parents know about him and support our friendship... 

 

Continue the story of Mina and Nicky ...  
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR CHILDREN 

 

 

 

I am:  a girl , a boy   

Age…….........,  

I am a student in………......grade  

I dropped out of school  

I do not go to school  

I am:  Bulgarian, Roma, Turkish, representative of another ethnic group 

 

1. In which of the situations there is violence? 

 

Situation 

 

Yes No 

To kiss somebody forcibly      

A teacher raises a student at the blackboard for a test   

Parents do not allow their child to go to school   

Parents marry their daughter being 13 years old   

A child stumbles his/her classmate accidentally   

Parents make their child go to school forcibly against his/her 

will 

  

I shall advice girls who are my friends to go to school instead of 

marrying 

  

To take pictures of your boy-/girlfriend and to show them to 

other people without his/her consent 

  

 

2. Which is acceptable and which is unacceptable? 

 

Situation 

 

Acceptable Unacceptable 

To have intimate contacts at the age of 14    

To leave your boy-/girlfriend if he/she insists to get 

married  

  

Finding a rich husband/wife instead of finishing school    

Women should obey men   

The word of the parents is a law   
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3. Which do you agree with? 

 

 Yes No 

Women should be modest   

Studying/education does not lead to a better life   

Having a boy-/girlfriend is more important than studying   

One can marry and continue to go to school   

I am proud when I help people around me   

My parents help me go to school regularly   

Finishing school is more important than being married    

In school I find out what I can do    

 

4. At what age do you think it is good to start having intimate contacts?  

 

13.........     14..........    16........    18........       I do not know……   

 

5. What should your boy-/girlfriend be?  

 To ask me what I want    

 To wear fashionable clothes 

 To read your messages in your phone or Facebook 

 To be older than you 

 To be liked by other boys/girls  

 To be ready to share  

 To be jealous 
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AWARENESS-RAISING ACTIVITIES 

 

School for Parents 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Early Marriage Prevention Network Project 
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WHO IS THIS TRAINING GUIDE FOR :  

It has been designed to help professionals (teachers/pedagogues, school counsellors, social 

workers, psychologists ),  who work with families of children at lower secondary educational 

level. 

 

 

WHAT ARE THE CONTENTS: 

 It consists of two modules, each lasting about two astronomical hours. Interactive methods 

are used. 

 

PURPOSE:  

THE PARENTS TO: 

 share their views with respect to parenting; 

 discuss and draw conclusions about the qualities and behavior of a good parent; 

 improve their sensitivity to the problems of their children;  

 identify different styles of parental behavior. 

  

THE TRAINER:  

- Trainings are conducted by a teacher/pedagogue, a pedagogical counsellor, a 

psychologist or a social worker. 

- The trainer not only sets the tasks, but also monitors how the processes in the group are 

being developed (activity, motivation, conflicts). He plays the role of a facilitator, 

focusing on the fact that the opinions and ideas of each member of the group are 

equally valuable for the group work.  

 

HOW TO CONDUCT THE SESSIONS: 

All participants and the trainer sit in a circle except when working in small groups or an 

exercise requires a different arrangement. Sitting in a circle may seem to many parents 

unusual and even uncomfortable at the beginning, so it would be nice to explain them what 

the purpose is - namely, that all participants will be equal during the sessions. 

 

Materials and technical resources necessary for the implementation of activities: posters, 

markers, a flipchart, a small ball, masking/sticky tape, sticky notes, A4 white sheets of 

paper, pens, scissors, multicoloured sheets, pencils, small colour pieces of paper, a laptop, a 

multi-media projector . 
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MODULE 1:  A GOOD PARENT 

 

Objectives: 

Participants share their views on parenting and comment on the qualities and behaviour of a 

good parent. 

 

 I. PRESENTATION AND ICE BREAKING  

1.1 Introduction of participants; Expectations 

  Each participant presents himself/herself  finishing the sentences:  

 I am ………………. 

 I'm here because ……… 

 My favourite pastime is ….. 

 At the school for parents I expect …. 

 

1.2 Rules for group work 

At School for parents we will work together and in order to feel good it is necessary to 

clarify the rules of the group.  Trainer invites parents to give suggestions for rules. 

Parents suggest some and the trainer writes them down on a poster. 

Sample rules:   Listen to each other; Accuracy over time; No estimates and insults; Mobile 

phones – at 'silent mode'; To talk only about what happens in the group ... 

 

1.3. Barometer of the moods (this must be done at the beginning and at the end of the 

meeting) 

There are three emoticons painted on poster, expressing satisfaction, embarrassment 

and indifference. Each participant receives a coloured sticker which must be stuck next to 

the emoticon showing his/her current condition. After the task completion the trainer 

summarizes the mood of the group. 

 

Barometer of the mood  

At the beginning of meeting  At the end of the meeting 

Satisfaction 

  

Satisfaction 

  
Embarrassment  

 

Embarrassment 

  
Indifference  

 

Indifference  
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1.4 Group picture  

The task is to draw a common group picture. One of the participants starts drawing only 

a an element of it. Each subsequent participant complements the overall picture adding 

something of his/her own. 

The purpose of this exercise is to create a common group product; to work together; to 

feel part of the community. 

 

ІІ.  EXERCISES ON THE TOPIC  

2.1 What do parents do for their children?  

(“Associative spider”) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The participants sit in a circle. A small ball is passed from participant to participant and 

everyone who gets it shares his/her associations on the topic. 

The trainer records the answers on a poster in the form of an associative spider without 

giving assessment. Finally he/she summarizes all shared opinions and gives to the 

participants the text: "Urgent! A specialist in …………wanted" (Annex 1) 

 

2.2 „The perfect parent”  

Participants are divided into groups of 5-6 people. Each group receives a poster and 

markers and the following task: "Imagine that you all are children. What do you think (as 

children) is a „perfect" parent? Record your answers on the poster.” 

 

Finally, each group chooses a speaker to present its work to everyone else. The trainer 

summarizes by focusing on the positive qualities and behavior of the parent. It is important 

to say that there is not a perfect parent; that we all make mistakes and it is good to confess 

them to our children; that we have to take into consideration their opinion and to talk to 

them.  

 

2.3 Which of the statements express your understanding for a good parent? 

Each participant receives a list of statements. (Annex 2). The task is to mark for each 

statement whether it is true or false according to him/her. 

What do parents do 

for their children? 
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№ Statement 
True 

for me 

False 

for me 

1. A good parent gives up his/her personal life for child’s sake   

2. A good parent does not show to the child when he/she feels bad   

3. A good parent does not burden the child with household chores   

4. A good parent always strives to satisfy the wishes of the child, no 

matter what efforts it costs 

  

5. A good parent does not praise the child in his/her presence   

6. A good parent will never get separated from the child if he/she 

truly loves it 

  

7. A good parent supports the child (no matter a son or a daughter) 

to get a good education and a good profession 

  

 

Upon completion of individual work a discussion follows in the group. Statements are being 

discussed consecutively (one after another) by all participants, explaining the reasons for 

their choices. 

 

To assist the trainer…(Some ideas to provoke the discussion): 

 

A good parent gives up personal life for child’s sake. Is it necessary? Is that what your child 

needs? How a person feels without personal life? How does this affect the child? What 

happens to you when your child grows up and takes on his own path? 

 

A good parent does not show to the child that he/she feels bad. Is this good? Whom and 

how a non-sharing of feelings helps? If the parent does not show negative feelings, how the 

child will learn to recognize them and deal with them? 

 

A good parent does not burden the child with household chores. Is this good? When the 

child should start receiving responsibilities/duties for the chores? If your child is constantly 

spared, how he/she will learn to care for him/herself? And for his/her family? 

 

A good parent always strives to satisfy the wishes of the child, no matter what efforts it 

costs. Are all children’s wishes worth to be satisfied? How this affects the child now and in 

the future? What happens if some of the desires cannot be fulfilled? 

 

A good parent does not praise the child in his/her presence. When you were kids, did you 

expect a praise from your parents? How did you feel when praised? How did you feel if your 

diligence remained unnoticed? How does praise affect the child? 
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A good parent will never get separated from the child if he/she truly loves it. Is the parent 

able to be always near the child? Does it help or harm the child? How this strong 

attachment affects the future development of the child? 

 

A good parent supports the child (no matter a son or a daughter) to get a good education 

and a job/profession. Is it important that your child gets a good education? Why? How 

education will affect the child's life? 

 

 

 

 

III. SUMMARY AND FEEDBACK FOR THE DAY 

All are in a circle. Again do the exercise "Barometer of the mood." The trainer makes a 

comparison between the mood of the group at the beginning and at end of the meeting. 

The trainer shares in one sentence his/her feelings about the completed session and invites 

other participants to continue sharing. 
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Annex 1 

 

 

 

 

                                       Wanted! – Emergency !  

 

 

 

 

Age 0 to 1  

A calm, balanced, loving individual who can take care of a baby. He/She loves to swing, sing 

and cuddle, patiently holding the baby 30 minutes during meals, every 3-4 hours; having a 

light sleep and be able to wake up at any time; able to take all shifts in a 7-day working week. 

No chance for growth in the job. 

 

From 1 to 3 years. 

An athlete in perfect shape for guarding an inexhaustible toddler. Needs quick reflexes, 

boundless energy, infinite patience, supernatural abilities. Required skills in giving first aid. 

Able to drive, cook, talk on the phone, to work despite the constant distraction. 15 - hour 

work day without the right to a coffee break or lunch, unless the child is sleeping. Preferred 

Olympic champions with pediatric experience. 

 

From 3 to 7 years 

A specialist to provide a stimulating, creative and welcoming atmosphere for individual 

tuition of child in preschool age. Necessary experience in the field of art, music, sports, to 

speak at least one foreign language. Knowledge of linguistics, psychology and computers. Two 

hours rest daily in a 7-day working week if the kindergarten works and the child is healthy. 

 

From 7 to 12 years 

A specialist in the following areas: active recreation, camping, martial arts and all kinds of 

sports. A good referee. Be willing to be the mother of the den, the room, the neighborhood! 

Outstanding skills in the field of public relations. To deal effectively with teachers, 

administrators and other parents. Required knowledge of sexual education and arithmetic. 

Willingly tolerate collections of insects, pets and neighborhood children. 

 

From 13 to 18 

A specialist in adolescent psychology with experience in cooking significant amounts of food. 

Basic requirement - tolerance. Recommended mild hearing loss, otherwise wearing earplugs 

is a must. To sense when his presence is undesirable and disappear in an instant. 
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After 18 

Urgent! A person to fund student with money, clothes, music, a car. Advice is not necessary. 

The position is unlimited in time. Provides enough free time to devote to profitable job/work. 

 

John Beck 

From "Chicken Soup for the Soul" 

  

 

 

 

 

Did you find out? 

That is you, dear parents!!! 

  Show off, be proud, celebrate!!! 

We admire and support you! 
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Annex 2 

№ Statement 
True 

for me 

False 

for me 

1. A good parent gives up his/her personal life for child’s sake   

2. A good parent does not show to the child when he/she feels bad   

3. A good parent does not burden the child with household chores   

4. A good parent always strives to satisfy the wishes of the child, no 

matter what efforts it costs 

  

5. A good parent does not praise the child in his/her presence   

6. A good parent will never get separated from the child if he/she 

truly loves it 

  

7. A good parent supports the child (no matter a son or a daughter) 

to get a good education and a good profession 

  

 

 

№ Statement 
True 

for me 

False 

for me 

1. A good parent gives up his/her personal life for child’s sake   

2. A good parent does not show to the child when he/she feels bad   

3. A good parent does not burden the child with household chores   

4. A good parent always strives to satisfy the wishes of the child, no 

matter what efforts it costs 

  

5. A good parent does not praise the child in his/her presence   

6. A good parent will never get separated from the child if he/she 

truly loves it 

  

7. A good parent supports the child (no matter a son or a daughter) 

to get a good education and a good profession 

  

 

 

№ Statement 
True 

for me 

False 

for me 

1. A good parent gives up his/her personal life for child’s sake   

2. A good parent does not show to the child when he/she feels bad   

3. A good parent does not burden the child with household chores   

4. A good parent always strives to satisfy the wishes of the child, no 

matter what efforts it costs 

  

5. A good parent does not praise the child in his/her presence   

6. A good parent will never get separated from the child if he/she 

truly loves it 

  

7. A good parent supports the child (no matter a son or a daughter) 

to get a good education and a good profession 
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MODULE 2: CHALLENGES IN RELATIONS BETWEEN CHILDREN AND PRENTS 

IN ADOLESCENCE 

 

Objective: 

To improve parents sensitivity to the problems of their children and to identify different 

styles of parental behavior. 

 

I. INTRODUCTORY PART 

1.1  Feedback from the first module 

The trainer asks the participants the following questions: 

- How do you feel after the first meeting? Is there something you want to share? 

- What are your expectations today? 

 

1.2 Introducing the participants 

If there are newcomers they present themselves following the pattern from the first 

meeting  

 

1.3 Barometer of moods 

Following the pattern from the first meeting. After the task completion the trainer 

summarizes the mood of the group at the beginning and at the end.  

ІІ.  EXERCISES ON THE TOPIC  

 

2.1 „Children and parents” - game for introducing the topic 

The participants are lined up in 2 circles – an internal and an external. Participants (“the 

children") are seated on chairs in the inner circle, while those in the outer circle (“the 

parents") are standing behind the chairs. The Parents have the right to keep their hands 

on the arms of chairs, but not on children. Every parent has a child, except one. He/she 

stands behind an empty chair. The parent without a child is trying to attract some of the 

children to sit on the empty chair in front of him/her (by winks, smiles, gestures, etc.). 

The purpose of the other parents is to guard their children. If a parent feels that the child 

is trying to get up from his/her seat and go to the empty chair, she/he touches him. In 

this case, the child should remain in place. 

 

2.2 Challenges in relations between parents and children in adolescence   

"The flower in my life" 

Picture or drawing of a flower in a pot is displayed to the group. The trainer asks the 

group: “If the flower is your child, with what would you water it to grow well and 

successful?” 

Parents make suggestions (For example: love, smiles, hugs, food, relaxation ...) which the 

trainer records on the poster. Shared ideas are discussed and summarized. 
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The “Lily” case 

Participants are divided into small groups (5-6 people). Each group receives a poster, 

markers and the printed handout of the case. 

Lily is 13 years old. The school does not attract her too much.  Several months ago she 

started dating a boyfriend - Assen - 17years old. He is waiting for her after school, they 

walk along, he brings her flowers, tells interesting stories; they dream to live together. 

Lily's parents do not approve this relationship and forbid her to go out alone. As 

punishment, they even stop her from school sometimes. They have other plans for her.  

Lily thinks that her parents do not understand it. One night after a scandal at home, she 

decided to escape and go to Assen’s house. 

 

Questions: 

- What will happen next? 

- Is this relationship suitable for Lily...? 

- What does she gain or lose from it? 

- How do you think Lily’s parents should behave? 

- Is stopping from school a punishment? 

- Can Lily and Assen be family? 

- What will be the obligations of the girl and the boy in the new family? 

- Who, in fact, are the family? 

Discussion is following where each group presents and explains their answers. 

  

2.3 Problems in communication between children and parents 

Participants are divided into two groups. Each group, through brainstorming, records on 

a poster what the problems in communication between children and parents are 

according to them. Both posters are presented in a large group. A discussion follows on 

these topics. 

 

2.4 How to solve problems in communication between children and parents - styles of 

parental behaviour 

The trainer introduces various styles of parental behaviour to participants (for better 

visibility this can be presented on a poster). 

 

Authoritative style: 

These are parents who perceive that a child is a person - with his/her thoughts, feelings, 

and abilities. They refer tolerantly to the opinions and wishes of children, not imposing by 

force their opinion and do not try to subordinate the child. They try to understand the 

situation through the eyes of the child; they do not rush to draw conclusions before they 

have listened to the explanations of the child.  

 

The child grows up as a friendly person, secure in his/her abilities, self-confident, able to 

create friendship, curious and having desire to succeed. 
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Authoritarian style: 

These are parents setting limitations, they often use sanctions, require children’s 

obedience. They do not accept the ideas of their children which do not coincide with 

theirs. These parents demand obedience and respect and this creates hostility. Most of 

the parents of this type do not believe that their children can handle their life - so they 

exercise constant control. They suggest the sense in the child that he/she should be 

grateful for everything to them. 

 

The child grows up in depression, fear, begins to lie, feels guilty and remorse. He/she 

gets hostile and has difficulties to create lasting friendship. It is difficult for him/her to set 

and pursue his/her own objectives. 

 

Spoiling style:  

They are perceiving, dear parents and somewhat passive in terms of discipline. They are 

interested in their children, they live with their problems, but without exercising control 

over them or put demands on them. Children often want their wishes to be met 

immediately; they do not feel particularly respectful for others and have troubles with 

self-control. They are unpopular among their peers. 

 

The child grows up as impulsive – aggressive one.  He/she has low self-esteem, does not 

like to obey the rules and requirements. He/she is easily irritable, impulsive, strives to 

impose on others, it is difficult for him/her to pursue and achieve goals.  

 

Neglecting style: 

These are parents who are not very interested in their children. They do not know 

anything about their friends, interests, successes or failures, problems in and outside 

school. Children need their parents, but when they do not receive care and attention, 

they come to the conviction that the lives of the parents have much more important 

things than themselves. 

 

The child grows up with poor self-control and cannot cope well with his/her 

independence. 

 

Questions to parents: 

- Have you found yourself in one of the styles? If - yes, which one? 

- Which one would you like to be in? 

- Which style do you use most often? 

 

At the end of the discussion, each participant receives the material "Styles of parental 

behaviour" (Annex 1). 
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ІІІ. SUMMARY AND FEEDBACK 

   

All are in a circle. Again, do the exercise "Barometer of mood”. The trainer makes a 

comparison between the mood of the group at the beginning and at end of the meeting. 

The trainer shares his/ her feelings about the completed modules of School for parents in 

one sentence and gives the opportunity to participants to share:  

– Which was most helpful for them?  

– Which was least helpful?  

– What else they would like to learn on these topics?   

 

At the end the facilitator reads the poem “To my grown up child”, which is handed out to 

every participant (Annex 2)   
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 Annex 1 

 

 
 

 

STYLES OF PARENTAL BEHAVIOUR  

 

Authoritative style: 

These are parents who perceive that a child is a person - with his/her thoughts, feelings, 

and abilities. They refer tolerantly to the opinions and wishes of children, not imposing by 

force their opinion and do not try to subordinate the child. They try to understand the 

situation through the eyes of the child; they do not rush to draw conclusions before they 

have listened to the explanations of the child. 

The child grows up as a friendly person, secure in his/her abilities, self-confident, able to 

create friendship, curious and having desire to succeed. 

 

Authoritarian style: 

These are parents setting limitations, they often use sanctions, require children’s 

obedience. They do not accept the ideas of their children which do not coincide with 

theirs. These parents demand obedience and respect and this creates hostility. Most of 

the parents of this type do not believe that their children can handle their life - so they 

exercise constant control. They suggest the sense in the child that he/she should be 

grateful for everything to them. 

The child grows up in depression, fear, begins to lie, feels guilty and remorse. He/she 

gets hostile and has difficulties to create lasting friendship. It is difficult for him/her to set 

and pursue his/her own objectives. 

 

Spoiling style:  

They are perceiving, dear parents and somewhat passive in terms of discipline. They are 

interested in their children, they live with their problems, but without exercising control 

over them or put demands on them. Children often want their wishes to be met 

immediately; they do not feel particularly respectful for others and have troubles with 

self-control. They are unpopular among their peers. 

The child grows up as impulsive – aggressive one.  He/she has low self-esteem, does not 

like to obey the rules and requirements. He/she is easily irritable, impulsive, strives to 

impose on others, it is difficult for him/her to pursue and achieve goals.  
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Neglecting style: 

These are parents who are not very interested in their children. They do not know 

anything about their friends, interests, successes or failures, problems in and outside 

school. Children need their parents, but when they do not receive care and attention, 

they come to the conviction that the lives of the parents have much more important 

things than themselves. 

The child grows up with poor self-control and cannot cope well with his/her 

independence. 
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Annex 2 

 

 

To My Grown-Up Child  

 

My hands were busy through the day; 

I didn’t have much time to play 

The little games you asked me to. 

I didn’t have much time for you. 

 

I’d wash your clothes, I’d sew and cook, 

But when you’d bring your picture book 

And ask me please to share your fun 

I’d say: “A little later, son.” 

 

I’d tuck you in all safe at night 

and hear your prayers, turn out the lights, 

Then tip toe softly to the door… 

I wish I’d stayed a minute more. 

 

For life is short, the years rush past… 

A little boy grows up so fast. 

No longer is he at your side 

His precious secrets to confide. 

 

The picture books are put away, 

There are no longer games to play, 

No good-night kiss, 

No prayers to hear… 

That all belongs to yesteryear. 

 

My hands, once busy, now are still, 

The days are long and hard to fill, 

I wish I could go back and do 

The little things you asked me to. 

 

Alice E. Chase 
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PARENTS 

 

QUESTIONS BEFORE TRAINING: 

 

Details of the participant: a woman , a man, age ........ years, years of working 

experience………   

profession……………….,  education………………………….. 

 

1. No one should interfere in family affairs. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 

     

 

2. We marry our children earlier. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 

     

 

3. Education provides a better life for children. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 

     

 

4.  It is not right to have marriages before children have become 18 years of age. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 

     

 

5. Going to school spoils the children. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 

     

 

6. The biggest success of the parents is to get their children married. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 

     

 

7. Early marriage is child abuse. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 
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8. Parents cannot protect children from earlier marriages. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 

     

 

9. Early marriage is when children are below: 

         12 years       14 years       16 years      18 years  

 

10. Parents should talk to their children about relationships between men and women 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 
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QUESTIONS AFTER TRAINING:  

 

 

Details of the participant: a woman , a man, age ........ years, years of working 

experience………  

profession………………., education………………………….. 

 

 

1. I must inform child protection authorities when there is a risk of early marriage in the 

neighborhood 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 

     

 

2. Parents discuss relations between girls and boys with their children. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 

     

 

3. If you want to have a successful marriage, you must have good education. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 

     

 

4.  Love is more important than education. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 

     

 

5. Parents insist their child remain in school, even when the child does not want to study. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 

     

 

6.  Children are not overloaded with out-of-school lessons. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 

 

I disagree 

     

 

7. Parents need help from professionals to keep their children learn and develop. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 
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8.  An adult male who marries an under-age girl is an abuser. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 

     

 

9.  The parents know what their child does outside home. 

I agree I rather agree I do not know I rather disagree 
 

I disagree 

     

 

10.  Early marriage is when children are below: 

 12 years       14 years       16 years      18 years  
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AWARENESS-RAISING ACTIVITIES 

 

Family Group Conferences 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Early Marriage Prevention Network Project 
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FAMILY GROUP CONFERENCES 

 

Family Group Conference (FGC) is a meeting of the extended family for developing a plan to 

overcome the specific problem of the child. It is organised by an independent coordinator. 

FGC is a decision model in which the family and social network are brought together when a 

plan and a decision is necessary. This way, the family, including the children, remains 

responsible for also drastic decisions. It enables them to make their own plan, using their own 

resources and requesting additional help or support from others. 

 

In social care, the FGC is a shift in the way of thinking about clients.  The clients are no longer 

people in need of help, but they are citizens who might need services that social care 

organisations may offer. 

 

The effects of FGC: 

- The forces of the family and the social network are expressly activated; 

- The family remains owner of the problem, the citizen and his/her close relatives 

retain control of their lives; 

- Solutions are sought within the culture of the family, the child or adolescent 

expressly remains part of the family system; 

- Decisions taken concerning the child or the adolescent remain the responsibility of 

the child or adolescent, the family and the social network; 

 

FGC stages: 

 
 

Referring  

Independent coordintor  

1. Sharing information  
2. Family private time 
3. Accepting the plan 

Preparation  

Supervision  
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The independent coordinator  

The FGC coordinator is independent and is not in the employment of, or working for an 

institution that has decision-making powers or is care giving. If possible, the coordinator 

speaks the families’ language and is familiar with their culture, background and living 

environment. Coordinators are not social care workers but people from society who wish to 

take their social responsibility by facilitating Family Group Conferences.  

 

The referral process 

Any family can decide any moment to hold a conference and some families do. Experience 

with this model proves that families feel attracted to this approach more often than 

expected.  

Referrer - the institute or person, who proposes a Family Group Conference to the family, 

will ask for an independent coordinator to prepare and organize the conference after the 

family has agreed on holding one.  

 

Preparing the conference 

A careful preparation is of great importance for a successful FGC and it is the independent 

coordinators task to do it. In fact, the coordinator is the director of the coming conference. 

He/she is widening the circle of participants to the most. The more resources, the better. 

 

The conference 

Conference question: 

Every conference should have one or more questions. Those questions are the focus point. 

Even if the participants are temped to speak about other issues, always are the conference 

questions the focus point to go back to. 

Phases: 

1. Sharing information 

2. The families private time 

3. Accepting the plan 

 

Phase 1. Sharing information.  

Who begins? This has not been decided in advance. The coordinator will look at family 

members first. Should the family choose not to make the opening move, it would be proper 

for the referrer to start. He/she can explain why this conference is being held and what the 

cause for concern is. 

 

Information on possible help 

The referrer and the social care workers have the opportunity to mention the help they can 

offer. This should not result in giving an extensive overview of all possible social care, but 

information that they think the family needs. After the referrer, others like for instance a 
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doctor, nurse, financial specialist, teacher, may share their information with the 

participants. 

 

Minimum requirements 

If a plan has to meet a minimum requirement to be acceptable, now is the time to mention 

that requirement. The referrer or social care worker states in advance to what situation 

they will not agree with family plan. 

 

Phase 2: The private time  

The coordinator announces that the conference now enters the second phase, the private 

time of the family, in which they deliberate on what they have learned during the first phase 

and in which they forge a plan to deal with the problem. 

 

The coordinator encourages the family to take their time and view the problem from all 

sides. The family can take all the time they need; when they have reached an agreement 

they write this on a flip chart or they can call in the coordinator to help them to do so.  

 

The coordinator, the referrer and the social care workers leave the room and leave the 

family and social network to deliberate. 

 

Phase 3: Accepting the plan 

After the family has made a plan, the coordinator is called in and the family presents the 

plan. When the plan has crystallized, it is presented to the referrer. The referrer accepts the 

plan, unless it is clear that the safety of the child(ren) cannot be guaranteed, or if the plan 

contains elements that are illegal. The referrer and the family then discuss the execution 

and the available means. 

 

After the conference 

After the conference the coordinator transferred the plan on the flip-over sheet to the 

document ‘plans, recommendations and decisions’ and mails a copy to all participants, 

family members as well as the referrer and the participating social care workers. 

 

Three months after the end of the conference, the coordinator gets in touch with the family 

and the referrer to check a number of things.  

 

The coordinator fills out the respective form and sends it to the central FGC bureau.  

Now, the job of the coordinator is done. Executing the plan and evaluating it is taken care of 

by the referrer or the social care worker.  
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CHAPTER 5 

Child Protection  
 

The actions that professionals and society take to promote the welfare of children and 

protect them from harm are referred to as safeguarding.This includes: 

 protecting children from maltreatment; 

 preventing impairment of children's health or development; 

 ensuring that children are growing up in circumstances consistent with the provision 

of safe and effective care; and 

 Taking action to enable children in need to have optimum life chances. 

 

Each country in the EU has its own statutory requirements which organisations are required 

to follow.  Before using this toolkit facilitators will need to check what their own 

organisational and national requirements are in relation to safeguarding. 

Any organisation committed to working with children or for children must have their own 

child protection policy that complies with national legislation in this area and should include 

standards that cover four broad areas: policy, people, procedures, and accountability. 

 

Each partner presents the policies, procedures and resources for help and support valid for 

its country in the translation of the Toolkit in the language of that country. 
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